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4#! But  shouldn’t  journalists  have  certain  minimum  qualifications?!###########!B;!
9#! If  a  journalist  commits  a  grave  offence,  shouldn’t  he  or  she  b&!?-++&1!
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“Congress   shall   make   no   law…   abridging   the   freedom   of   speech,   or   of   the  
press.”!
!
012! :427H1! F2H9848<5?7! ?@! <12! G561<;! ?@! P87! 87>! <12! I5<5c27K! 57! ;5A5984! J257K!
T4?H985A;!57!S4<5H92!..U!
!
“The   free   communication   of   thoughts   and   opinions   is   one   of   the   most  
T42H5?B;!?@! <12! 4561<;!?@!A87R!=J24E!H5<5c27!A8E! <1242@?42!;T28MK!C45<2K!87>!
T457<!@4229EK!5@!12!8HH2T<;!15;!?C7!42;T?7;5D595<E!@?4!87E!8DB;2!?@!<15;!95D24<E!57!
the  cases  set  by  the  law.”!
!
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“There   can   be   no   doubt   that   the   freed?A! ?@! 2LT42;;5?7K! H?BT92>! C5<1! <12!
H?4?9984E! 4561<! <?! 42H25J2! 87>! 5AT84<! 57@?4A8<5?7K! 5;! 8! H?42! J89B2! ?@! 87E!
>2A?H48<5H! ;?H52<E! >2;24J576! ?@! <12! B<A?;<! 92689! T4?<2H<5?7R! S;! ;BH1K! 5<! 5;!
T4?A5727<9E! 42H?675;2>! 87>! 27<427H12>! 57! J54<B899E! 2J24E! 57<2478<5?789! 87>!
regional  human  rights  instrument.”.!
!
Article  19  of  the  1948  Universal  Declaration  of  Human  Rights  (the  “UDHR”)  states:!
!
“Everyone   has   the   right   to   freedom   of   opinion   and   expression;;   this   right  
57H9B>2;! @422>?A! <?! 1?9>! ?T575?7;!C5<1?B<! 57<24@2427H2! 87>! <?! ;22MK! 42H25J2!










#BD;2aB27<9EK! <15;! 4561<! C8;! 27;14572>! 57! D57>576! <428<E! 98C! 57! S4<5H92! .&! ?@! <12!
International   Covenant   on   Civil   and   Political   Rights   (the   “ICCPR”).+! 015;! C8;!
8>?T<2>! DE! <12! N%! Y272489! S;;2AD9E! 57! .&]]! 87>! H8A2! 57<?! @?4H2! 8! >2H8>2! 98<24R!
S4<5H92!.&!2H1?2;!<12!C?4>576!?@!<12!NFZGK!DB<!8>>;!;?A2!2LT95H5<!64?B7>;!?7!C15H1!
<12!4561<!A8E!D2!95A5<2>U!
“1.  Everyone  shall  have  the  right  to  hold  opinions  without  inter@2427H2R!









of  public  health  or  morals.”/!
012! 4265?789! 1BA87! 4561<;! <428<52;! 89;?! T4?J5>2! D57>576! T4?<2H<5?7! ?@! @422>?A! ?@!
2LT42;;5?7R!
!
012! I?7J27<5?7! @?4! <12! O4?<2H<5?7! ?@! ZBA87! G561<;! 87>! :B7>8A27<89! :422>?A;!








“1.  Everyone  has   the  right   to   freedom  of  expression.  This  right   shall   include  
@422>?A! <?! 1?9>! ?T575?7;! 87>! <?! 42H25J2! 87>! 5AT84<! 57@?4A8<5?7! 87>! 5>28;!
C5<1?B<! 57<24@2427H2! DE! TBD95H! 8B<1?45<E! 87>! 42684>92;;! ?@! @4?7<524;R! 015;!
84<5H92! ;1899!7?<!T42J27<!#<8<2;! @4?A!42aB54576! <12! 95H27;576!?@!D4?8>H8;<576K!
<292J5;5?7!?4!H572A8!27<24T45;2;R!
-R! 012! 2L24H5;2! ?@! <12;2! @422>?A;K! ;57H2! 5<! H84452;! C5<1! 5<! >B<52;! 87>!
42;T?7;5D595<52;K!A8E!D2!;BDb2H<!<?!;BH1!@?4A895<52;K!H?7>5<5?7;K!42;<45H<5?7;!?4!
T2789<52;!8;!842!T42;H45D2>!DE!98C!87>!842!72H2;;84E!57!8!>2A?H48<5H!;?H52<EK!
57! <12! 57<242;<;! ?@! 78<5?789! ;2HB45<EK! <2445<?4589! 57<2645<E! ?4! TBD95H! ;8@2<EK! @?4!
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“1.  Everyone  has  the  right  to  fr22>?A!?@!<1?B61<!87>!2LT42;;5?7R!015;!4561<!











+R! 012! 4561<! ?@! 2LT42;;5?7! A8E! 7?<! D2! 42;<45H<2>! DE! 57>542H<! A2<1?>;! ?4!
A287;K!;BH1!8;!<12!8DB;2!?@!6?J247A27<!?4!T45J8<2!H?7<4?9;!?J24!72C;T457<K!
48>5?! D4?8>H8;<576! @42aB27H52;K! ?4! 2aB5TA27<! B;2>! 57! <12! >5;;2A578<5?7! ?@!
57@?4A8<5?7K! ?4! DE! 87E! ?<124! A287;! <27>576! <?! 5AT2>2! <12! H?AAB75H8<5?7!
87>!H54HB98<5?7!?@!5>28;!87>!?T575?7;R!
/R! %?<C5<1;<87>576! <12! T4?J5;5?7;! ?@! T848648T1! -! 8D?J2K! TBD95H!
27<24<857A27<;! A8E! D2! ;BDb2H<! DE! 98C! <?! T45?4! H27;?4;15T! @?4! <12! ;?92!
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The   African   Charter   on   Human   and   Peoples’   Rights   (the   “ACHPR”),   or   Banjul  
I184<24K!6B8487<22;!<12!4561<!<?!@422>?A!?@!2LT42;;5?7!57!S4<5H92!&U!
!
“1.  Every  individual  shall  have  the  right  to  rec25J2!57@?4A8<5?7R!
!
-R! =J24E! 57>5J5>B89! ;1899! 18J2! <12! 4561<! <?! 2LT42;;! 87>! >5;;2A578<2! 15;!
opinions  within  the  law.”'!
!
_1592! <15;! >?2;! 7?<! 95;<! <12! 5<2A5c2>! 64?B7>;! @?4! ;<8<2! 95A5<8<5?7! H?7<8572>! 57! <12!
?<124!4265?789!87>!57<2478<5?789!57;<4BA27<;K!5<!>?2;!42aB542!<18<!<12!4561<!<?!2LT42;;!




5<! H87! 89;?! D2! 42684>2>! 8;! 8! T457H5T92! ?@! HB;<?A84E! 57<2478<5?789! 98CK! 65J27! 1?C!




















X?B4! 95;<! T4?D8D9E! ;<84<;! C5<1! @422>?A! ?@! 2LT42;;5?7! 8;! 87! '.1'Q'1E-@! 4561<R! "<! 5;!
closely   connected   to   the   individual’s   freedom   of   conscience   and   opinion   (see   the  
C?4>576!?@!S4<5H92!.&!57!D?<1!<12!NFZG!87>!<12!"IIOGK!87>!S4<5H92!.*!?@!<12!=IZGeR!
$B<! <12! 95;<! J24E! aB5HM9E! D4?8>27;! ?B<! 57<?! 5;;B2;! C1242! @422>?A! ?@! 2LT42;;5?7! 5;!
<1?B61<!<?!18J2!8!6272489!;?H589!D272@5<R!"7!T84<5HB984K!<15;!5;!8!4561<!<18<!5;!;227!<?!D2!
H4BH589!@?4!<12!@B7H<5?7576!?@!>2A?H48HE!8;!8!C1?92R!"<!5;!8!A287;!?@!27;B4576!87!?T27!
@9?C! ?@! 5>28;! 87>! 1?9>576! 8B<1?45<52;! <?! 8HH?B7<R! 012! =B4?T287! I?B4<! ?@! ZBA87!
Rights  (the  “ECtHR”)  has  made  this  point  repeatedly:!
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!




“Freedom  of   expression  constitutes  one  of   the   essential   foundations  of   such  
j>2A?H48<5Hk!;?H52<EK!?72!?@! <12!D8;5H!H?7>5<5?7;! @?4! 5<;!T4?642;;!87>! @?4! <12!
>2J29?TA27<!?@!2J24E!A87R!#BDb2H<!<?!S4<5H92!.*d-eK!5<!5;!8TT95H8D92!7?<!?79E!<?!
“information”   or   “ideas”   that   are   favourably   received   or   regarded   as  
57?@@27;5J2!?4!8;!8!A8<<24!?@!57>5@@2427H2K!DB<!89;?!<?!<1?;2!<18<!?@@27>K!;1?HM!
?4!>5;<B4D!<12!#<8<2!?4!87E!;2H<?4!?@!<12!T?TB98<5?7R!#BH1!842!<12!>2A87>;!?@!
<18<! T9B4895;AK! <?92487H2! 87>! D4?8>A57>2>72;;! C5<1?B<! C15H1! <1242! 5;! 7?!
‘democratic  society’”.(!
!
012;2! C?4>;! C242! @?B7>! 57! 8! 4298<5J29E! 2849E! S4<5H92! .*! bB>6A27<K! DB<! 842! 42T28<2>!
C?4>! @?4!C?4>! 57!A87E! 98<24!>2H5;5?7;R!I?B4<;!84?B7>!<12!C?49>!18J2!A8>2!;5A5984!
statements.   The   East   African   Court   of   Justice   (the   “EACJ”)   has   held   that,   “the  
principles  of  democracy  must  of  necessity  include  adherence  to  press  freedom  …  [A]  
@422!press  goes  hand  in  hand  with  the  principles  of  accountability  and  transparency.”&!
!
"7!#?B<1!S@45H8K!^B>62!I8A24?7!d<127!57!<12!^?18772;DB46!Z561!I?B4<e!2AT18;5;2>!
<12! 957M;! D2<C227! @422>?A! <?! H45<5H5;2! <1?;2! 57! T?C24! 87>! <12! ;BHH2;;! ?@! 8!
H?7;<5<B<5?789! >2A?H48HEK! ;<8<576! that   “the! ;BHH2;;! ?@! ?B4! H?7;<5<B<5?789! J27<B42!








>2<45A27<89! <?! <12! >2H5;5?7)A8M576! T4?H2;;!?@! 57>5J5>B89;K! H?4T?48<5?7;!87>!
6?J247A27<;R!"<!A8E!928>!<?!<12!C4?76!6?J247A27<!D2576!292H<2>K!<12!C4?76!
T?95H52;! D2576! 8>?T<2>K! <12! C4?76! T2?T92! D2576! 8TT?57<2>K! H?44BT<5?7K!
>5;1?72;<E! 87>! 57H?AT2<27H2! 7?<! D2576! 2LT?;2>K! C4?76! 57J2;<A27<;! D2576!
A8>2!87>!8!AB9<5<B>2!?@!?<124!B7>2;548D92!H?7;2aB27H2;R!"<!5;!@?4!<15;!428;?7!
that   it   has   been   said   ‘that   freedom   of   expression   constitutes   one   of   the  
2;;27<589! @?B7>8<5?7;! ?@! 8! >2A?H48<5H! ;?H52<E! 87>! 5;! ?72! ?@! <12! D8;5H!




“Freedom  of  expression  has  four  broad  special  objectives  to  serve:  !
d5e!"<!129T;!87!57>5J5>B89!<?!?D<857!;29@)@B9@59A27<K!
d55e! "<!8;;5;<;! 57!<12!>5;H?J24E!?@! <4B<1!87>! 57!T4?A?<576!T?95<5H89!87>!
;?H589!T84<5H5T8<5?7K!!











a  reasonable  balance  between  stability  and  change.”.-!
!
012! #BT42A2! I?B4<! ?@! "7>58K! 57! L-.1%'! Q#! ^.'*.! *0! J.1'-K.+! T4?J5>2>! 8!H?7H5;2!








and  general  discussion  of  public  matters  is  absolutely  essential.”./!
!
:422>?A! ?@! 2LT42;;5?7! 5;! 7?<! bB;<! 87! 57>5J5>B89! 4561<f! 5<! 89;?! 18;! 8! ;<4?76! 3*/'&,-@!
8;T2H<R!"<!8>>42;;2;!D?<1!<12!4561<!?@!;?A2?72!<?!2LT42;;!87!?T575?7!?4!8!@8H<!87>!<12!
4561<! ?@! ?<124;! <?! 1284! <18<! ?T575?7! ?4! @8H<R! 012! "7<24)SA245H87! I?B4<! ?@! ZBA87!
Rights  (the  “IACtHR”)  has  repeatedly  addressed  this  dual  aspect:!
!
“It  requires,  on  the  one  hand,  that  no  one  be  arbitrarily  limited  or  impeded  in  
2LT42;;576!15;!?C7!<1?B61<;R! "7! <18<!;27;2K! 5<! 5;!8!4561<!<18<!D29?76;! <?!28H1!
57>5J5>B89R!"<;!;2H?7>!8;T2H<K!?7!<12!?<124!187>K! 5AT952;!8!H?992H<5J2!4561<!<?!











“Freedom  of  information  is  a  fundamental  human  right  and…  the  touchstone  
?@!8ll  of  the  freedoms  to  which  the  UN  is  consecrated.”.'!
!
:422>?A!?@! 57@?4A8<5?7!5;!B7>24;<??>!1242!<?!D2!87!57;2T848D92!T84<!?@!@422>?A!?@!
2LT42;;5?7!–!as  in  the  “freedom  to  seek,  receive  and  impart  information”  contained  in  
S4<5H92! .&! ?@! <12! NFZGR! S! <?BH1;<?72! 5;! 87! 8;;8E576! <??9K! B;2>! <?! >2<24A572! <12!

















<12! 346875c8<5?7! @?4! #2HB45<E! 87>! I?BT! 5n  Europe   (the   “OSCE”)  Representative   on  
Freedom  of  the  Media  and  the  Organization  of  American  States  (the  “OAS”)  Special  
G8TT?4<2B4!?7!:422>?A!?@!=LT42;;5?7!?@!F2H2AD24!-**/!428>;U!!
!
“The  right   to  access   information  held  by  public  authorities   is  a   fundamen<89!
1BA87! 4561<! C15H1! ;1?B9>! D2! 65J27! 2@@2H<! 8<! <12! 78<5?789! 92J29! <14?B61!
H?AT42127;5J2! 9265;98<5?7!d@?4!2L8AT92!:422>?A!?@!"7@?4A8<5?7!SH<;e!D8;2>!
?7!<12!T457H5T92!?@!A8L5ABA!>5;H9?;B42K!2;<8D95;1576!8!T42;BAT<5?7!<18<!899!
57@?4A8<5?7!5;!8HH2;;5D92!;BDb2ct  only  to  a  narrow  system  of  exceptions.”.&!!
!
"7!H?772H<5?7!C5<1!<12!4561<!<?!8HH2;;! 57@?4A8<5?7K!<12!=I<ZG!18;!2AT18;5;2>!<18<!
the  right  to  gather  information  is  “87!2;;27<589!T42T848<?4E!;<2T!57!b?B47895;A!87>!5;!
87!5712427<K!T4?<2H<2>!T84<!?@!T42;;!@422dom.”-*!!
!
S!H?7;2aB27H2!?@!<15;! 5;! <18<!8HH2;;! <?! 57@?4A8<5?7! 5;!;227!8;!2;;27<589! 57!8H152J576!
?<124! ;?H589! D272@5<;K! ;BH1! 8;! H?AD8<<576! H?44BT<5?7! ?4! 42>BH576! 8>J24;2!
27J54?7A27<89! 5AT8H<R! 012! N%! I?7J27<5?7! S6857;<! I?44BT<5?7K! @?4! 2L8AT92K!
42aB542;! <18<! <he  public  has  “effective  access   to   information”  (Article  13),  as  well  as  
8>?T<576!T4?H2>B42;!?4!426B98<5?7;! <?!899?C! <12!TBD95H! <?!?D<857! 57@?4A8<5?7!8D?B<!
the   “organization,   functioning   and   decision)A8M576! T4?H2;;2;! ?@! 5<;! TBD95H!
8>A575;<48<5?7!87>K!C5<1!>B2!42684>!@?4!<12!T4?<2H<5?7!?@!T45J8HE!87>!T24;?789!>8<8K!
on  decisions  and  legal  acts  that  concern  members  of  the  public”  (Article  10).-.!_5<157!
<12! S@45H87! N75?7K! 8! ;5A5984! H?7J27<5?7! C8;! 8>?T<2>! 57! -**+U! <12! I?7J27<5?7! ?7!
O42J27<576! 87>! I?AD8<576! I?44BT<5?7R! --! Article   9   requires   States   to   “adopt   such  
9265;98<5J2!87>!?<124!A28;B42;!<?!65J2!2@@2H<!<?!<12!4561<!?@!8HH2;;!<?!87E!57@?4A8<5?7!
that  is  required  to  assist  in  the  fight  against  corruption  and  related  offences.”  Under  
S4<5H92!.-K!#<8<2;!842!42aB542>!to  “[c]reate  an  enabling  environment  that  will  enable  
H5J59!;?H52<E!87>!<12!A2>58!<?!1?9>!6?J247A27<;!<?!<12!15612;<!92J29;!?@!<487;T8427HE!
and  accountability  in  the  management  of  public  affairs…”!
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T4?<2H<576!<12!27J54?7A27<R!012!N%!=H?7?A5H!I?AA5;;5?7!@?4!=B4?T2!I?7J27<5?7!
?7! SHH2;;! <?! "7@?4A8<5?7K! OBD95H! O84<5H5T8<5?7! 57! F2H5;5?7)P8M576! 87>! SHH2;;! <?!
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.&!N%!#T2H589!G8TT?4<2B4!?7!:422>?A!?@!3T575?7!87>!=LT42;;5?7K!<12!3#I=!G2T42;27<8<5J2!?7!:422>?A!
?@! <12! P2>58! 87>! <12! 3S#! #T2H589! G8TT?4<2B4! ?7! :422>?A! ?@! =LT42;;5?7K! e*'.,! <&/@-+-,'*.! d]!











T59984! ?@! T4?<2H<5?7! ?@! <12! 27J54?7A27<R! 012! S841B;! I?7J27<5?7K! 8;! 5<! 5;! B;B899E!








N#! #BT42A2!I?B4<!?@<27! >?2;e! <18<! 5<!18;! 8! 156124! ;<8<B;! <187! ?<124! 4561<;R!_?B9>!







"<! @?99?C;! @4?A! C18<! 18;! D227! ;85>! ;?! @84! <18<! <12! 4?92! ?@! <12! A8;;! A2>58! 5;! ?@!
T84<5HB984!5AT?4<87H2!57!42895;576!<12!4561<!<?!@422>?A!?@!2LT42;;5?7R!S6857K!<12!4?92!
of  “public  watchdog”  is  something  that  the  ECtHR  has  stressed  on  many  occasions:!
!
“Not  only  does   [the  press]  have   the   task  of   imparting   such   information  and  
5>28;U!<12!TBD95H!89;?!18;!8!4561<!<?!42H25J2!<12AR!_242!5<!?<124C5;2K!<12!T42;;!




“Freedom  of  the  press  affords  the  public  one  of  the  best  means  of  discovering  
87>!@?4A576!87!?T575?7!?@!<12!5>28;!87>!8<<5<B>2;!?@!<1254!T?95<5H89!928>24;R!"7!
T84<5HB984K!5<!65J2;!T?95<5H587;!<12!?TT?4<B75<E!<?!42@92H<!87>!H?AA27<!?7!<12!
T42?HHBT8<5?7;! ?@! TBD95H! ?T575?7f! 5<! <1B;! 278D92;! 2J24E?72! <?! T84<5H5T8<2! 57!




C?49>!–! 5;! <18<! <12! 4561<! <?! @422>?A! ?@! <12! T42;;! >?2;! 7?<! ?79E! D272@5<! 57>5J5>B89!
b?B47895;<;R! S;! C2! 18J2! ;227K! 5<! 5;! 87! 5AT?4<87<! 8;T2H<! ?@! <12! 4561<! <18<! <12! TBD95H!














“When  an  individual’s  freedom  of  expression  is  unlawfully  restricted  it  is  not  
?79E!<12!4561<!?@!<18<!57>5J5>B89!jb?B47895;<k!<18<!5;!D2576!J5?98<2>K!DB<!89;?!<12!
right  of  all  others  to  ’receive’  information  and  ideas.”-'!
!
012! N%! ZBA87! G561<;! I?Amittee   (the   “UNHRC”)   is   the   UN   treaty   body   that  
H?7;5>24;! H?AT9857<;! 87>! ?@@24;! 8B<1?45<8<5J2! 57<24T42<8<5?7! ?@! <12! "IIOGR! "7! 5<;!
Y272489!I?AA27<!+/K!C15H1!?@@24;!87!57<24T42<8<5?7!?@!S4<5H92!.&K!<12!N%ZGI!;85>U!
!
“The  Covenant  embraces  a  right  whereby  the  A2>58!A8E!42H25J2!57@?4A8<5?7!
?7!<12!D8;5;!?@!C15H1!5<!H87!H844E!?B<!5<;!@B7H<5?7R!012!@422!H?AAB75H8<5?7!?@!
57@?4A8<5?7! 87>! 5>28;! 8D?B<! TBD95H! 87>! T?95<5H89! 5;;B2;! D2<C227! H5<5c27;K!
H87>5>8<2;!87>!292H<2>! 42T42;27<8<5J2;! 5;!2;;27<589R!015;! 5AT952;!8! @422! T42;;!
87>! ?<124! A2>58! 8D92! <?! H?AA27<! ?7! TBD95H! 5;;B2;! C5<1?B<! H27;?4;15T! ?4!
42;<4857<! 87>! <?! 57@?4A!TBD95H!?T575?7R! 012!TBD95H! 89;?! 18;! 8!H?442;T?7>576!
right   to   receive  media   output….   As   a  means   to   protect   the   rights   of  media  
B;24;K!57H9B>576!A2AD24;!?@!2<175H!87>!9576B5;<5H!A57?45<52;K!<?!42H25J2!8!C5>2!
48762!?@! 57@?4A8<5?7!87>! 5>28;K!#<8<2;!T84<52;!;1?B9>! <8M2!T84<5HB984!H842! <?!





:422>?A! ?@! 2LT42;;5?7! 5;! 7?<! 87! 8D;?9B<2! 4561<R! "<! 5;! 8! 6272489! T457H5T92! ?@! 1BA87!
4561<;! 98CK! @?B7>! 57! <12!N%! 57;<4BA27<;K! <12!=IZG!dS4<5H92! .'eK! <12!SIZG!dS4<5H92!





C5<1! 5<! ;T2H589! >B<52;! 87>! 42;T?7;5D595<52;R! "<! A8E! <1242@?42! D2! ;BDb2H<! <?!





dDe! :?4! <12! T4?<2H<5?7! ?@! 78<5?789! ;2HB45<E! ?4! ?@! TBD95H! ?4>24! d?4>42!
TBD95HeK!?4!?@!TBD95H!128lth  or  morals.”!
!
012! SIZG! ?@@24;! <12! ;8A2! T?;;5D92! 64?B7>;! @?4! 42;<45H<5?7K-&! C1592! <12! =IZG!
2LT87>;!<12!95;<U!
!











57! <12! 57<242;<;! ?@! 78<5?789! ;2HB45<EK! <2445<?4589! 57<2645<E! ?4! TBD95H! ;8@2<EK! @?4!
<12!T42J27<5?7!?@!>5;?4>24!?4!H45A2K!@?4!<12!T4?<2H<5?7!?@!1289<1!?4!A?489;K!@?4!
<12! T4?<2H<5?7! ?@! <12! 42TB<8<5?7! ?4! 4561<;! ?@! ?<124;K! @?4! T42J27<576! <12!
>5;H9?;B42! ?@! 57@?4A8<5?7! 42H25J2>! 57! H?7@5>27H2K! ?4! @?4! A857<857576! <12!



























<12! 4B92! ?@! 98CR! 012! 98C! ;1?B9>! D2! H9284! 87>! 7?7)42<4?;T2H<5J2R! "<! AB;<! D2!
B78AD56B?B;9E! 2;<8D95;12>! DE! T42)2L5;<576! 98C! <18<! @422>?A! ?@! 2LT42;;5?7! A8E! D2!




<12! T457H5T92;! 57! <12! "IIOG! 8;! 8! C1?92K! 87>! 7?<! bB;<! S4<5H92! .&R! "7! T84<5HB984K! <15;!
A287;! <18<! 42;<45H<5?7;!AB;<! 7?<! D2!>5;H45A578<?4E! 87>! <12! T2789<52;! @?4! D428H1576!
<12!98C!;1?B9>!7?<!J5?98<2!<12!"IIOGR+.!012!98C!AB;<!D2!T42H5;2!87>!8HH2;;5D92!<?!<12!
TBD95HK! and   the   “law   may   not   confer   unfettered   discretion   for   the   restriction   of  









The  ECtHR  has  said   that   to  be  prescribed  by   law  a   restriction  must  be  “adequately  
accessible”  and!“formulated  with  sufficient  precision  to  enable  the  citizen  to  regulate  
his  conduct.”++!
!
"7! \5AD8DC2K! <12! I?7;<5<B<5?789! I?B4<! 57! 9%'(-TE+&! Q#! ",,*+.&6`L&.&+-@! *0!
f'(?-?>&!held  that  for  a  limitation  to  satisfy  the  principle  of  legality  it  must  “;T2H5@E!
H92849E!87>!H?7H42<29E!57!<12!98C!<12!8H<B89!95A5<8<5?7;!<?!<12!2L24H5;2!?@!@422>?A!?@!





What  is  a  “law”  <18<!H87!T42;H45D2!@422>?A!?@!2LT42;;5?7`!
!
A  “law”  restricting  the  right  to  freedom  of  expression  will  usually  be  a  written  
;<8<B<2K! 89<1?B61! H?AA?7! 98C! 42;<45H<5?7;! 842! 89;?! 899?C2>R! ! SHH?4>576! <?!
General   Comment   34   “a   norm,   to   be   characterized   as   a   ‘law’K! AB;<! D2!
@?4AB98<2>!C5<1!;B@@5H527<!T42H5;5?7!<?!278D92!87!57>5J5>B89!<?!426B98<2!15;!?4!
124!H?7>BH<!8HH?4>5769E!87>!5<!AB;<!D2!A8>2!8HH2;;5D92!<?!<12!TBD95HR!S! 98C!
A8E! 7?<! H?7@24! B7@2<<242>! >5;H42<5?7! @?4! <12! 42;<45H<5?7! ?@! @422>?A! ?@!
2LT42;;5?7!?7!<1?;2!charged  with  its  execution.”+]!!
The  ECtHR  has  stated  that  “a  norm  cannot  be  regarded  as  a  ‘law’  unless  it  is  
@?4AB98<2>! C5<1! ;B@@5H527<! T42H5;5?7! <?! 278D92! <12! H5<5c27! <?! 426B98<2! 15;!
H?7>BH<U!12!AB;<!D2!8D92!)!5@!722>!D2!C5<1!8TT4?T458<2!8>J5H2!)!<?!@?42;22K!<?!8!
>26422! <18<! 5;! 428;?78D92! 57! <12! H54HBA;<87H2;K! <12! H?7;2aB27H2;! C15H1! 8!
65J27!8H<5?7!A8E!27<859R”+'!In  addition  the  ECtHR  has  noted  that  “A87E!98C;!
842!572J5<8D9E!H?BH12>!57!<24A;!C15H1K!<?!8!6428<24!?4!92;;24!2L<27<K!842!J86B2!
87>! C1?;2! 57<24T42<ation   and   application   are   questions   of   practice.”+(! 012!
N%ZGI! 18;! 89;?! 7?<2>! <18<K! 65J27! <12! ;245?B;! 5AT95H8<5?7;! ?@! 95A5<576! @422!


























C5<1! 5<! ;T2H589! >B<52;! 87>! 42;T?7;5D595<52;R! "<! A8E! <1242@?42! D2! ;BDb2H<! <?!





of  public  health  or  morals.”!
!
01242! 842! 7?! T?;;5D92! TB4T?;2;! @?4! C15H1! @422>?A! ?@! 2LT42;;5?7! A8E! D2! 95A5<2>K!
D2E?7>! <1?;2! ;2<! ?B<! 8D?J2R! Z?C2J24K! <12! <24A! *+1+&! )E?@'/! 18;! 8! D4?8>! A287576!

















"<! 5;! 7?<2C?4<1E! <18<! 8!7BAD24!?@!>?A2;<5H! H?B4<;!18J2!42H?675;2>! <18<! ;?A2<5A2;!
T4?<2H<576!48<124!<187!95A5<576!@422!;T22H1!5;!A?42!D272@5H589!<?!<12!;8@2<E!?@!8!#<8<2R!
"7! :+&&! P+&33! *0! V-('?'-! Q#! $%&! 9-?'.&,! 0*+! ,%&! J.,&+'(! L*Q&+.(&.,! *0! D*E,%!
"0+'/-K!<12!#?B<1!_2;<!S@45H8!Z561!I?B4<!129>U!
!





















The  ICCPR  requires  that  any  proposed  restriction  must  be  “necessary,”  but  the  ECHR  
couples  this  with  an  additional  phrase  “in  a  democratic  society,  which  is  found  in  the  
UDHR”R!015;!;<42;;2;!<12!T42;BAT<5?7!<18<! <12! 95A5<8<5?7!?@!8!4561<! 5;!87!?T<5?7!?@!
last   resort   and  must   always   be   proportionate   to   the   aim  pursued.   “Necessary”   is   a  
stronger   standard   than  merely   “reasonable”   or   “desirable,”   although   the   restriction  




“[R]estrictive  measures  must  conform  to  the  principle  of  proportionality;;  they  must  
D2!8TT4?T458<2! <?!8H152J2! <1254!T4?<2H<5J2! @B7H<5?7f! <12E!AB;<!D2!<12! 928;<! 57<4B;5J2!
57;<4BA27<!8A?76;<!<1?;2!C15H1!A561<!8H152J2!<1254!T4?<2H<5J2!@B7H<5?7f!<12E!AB;<!
D2!T4?T?4<5?78<2!<?!<12!57<242;<!<?!D2!T4?<2H<2>RRR012!T457H5T92!?@!T4?T?4<5?7895<E!18;!
<?! D2! 42;T2H<2>! 7?<! ?79E! 57! <12! 98C! <18<! @48A2;! <12! 42;<45H<5?7;! DB<! 89;?! DE! <12!




“When   a   State   party   invokes   a   legitimate   ground   for   restriction   of   freedom   of  
2LT42;;5?7K! 5<! AB;<! >2A?7;<48<2! 57! ;T2H5@5H! 87>! 57>5J5>B895c2>! @8;15?7! <12! T42H5;2!
78<B42! ?@! <12! <1428<K! 87>! <12! 72H2;;5<E! 87>! T4?T?4<5?7895<E! ?@! <12! ;T2H5@5H! 8H<5?7!
<8M27K! 57!T84<5HB984!DE!2;<8D95;1576!8!>542H<!87>! 5AA2>58<2!H?772H<5?7!D2<C227! <12!
expression  and  the  threat.”//!
!
In  deciding  whether  a  restriction   is   “necessary   in  a  democratic  society,”  the  ECtHR  
H?7;5>24;!<12!TBD95H!57<242;<!57!8!H8;2R!"@!<12!57@?4A8<5?7!<?!D2!42;<45H<2>!4298<2;!<?!8!
A8<<24! ?@! TBD95H! H?7H247K! 5<! C?B9>! D2! 72H2;;84E! <?! >2A?7;<48<2! <18<! 5<! C8;! H24<857!
<18<!>5;;2A578<5?7!C?B9>!>8A862!<12!9265<5A8<2!TB4T?;2!5>27<5@52>R/,!
!
012! 78<B42! ?@! <12! 42;<45H<5?7! T4?T?;2>! 5;! 89;?! 87! 5AT?4<87<! H?7;5>248<5?7R! 012!
UNHRC   has   stated   that   restrictions   on   freedom   of   expression   “may   not   put   in  















18;! ;<8<2>! <18<! “[t]o   control   the  manner  of   exercising  a   right   should  not   signify   its  
denial  or  invalidation.”/'!
!
The   IACtHR   has   stated   that   “it   must   be   shown   that   a   [legitimate   aim]   cannot  





“A   government   should   not   determine   what   ideas   or   information   should   be  
T98H2>!57!<12!A84M2<!T98H2!87>!57@?4A8<5?7!87>!C2!>842!8>>K!5@!5<!42;<45H<;!<18<!
4561<K!<12!42;<45H<5?7!AB;<!be  proportionate  and  reasonable.”  /&!
!
012! N75<2>! #<8<2;! #BT42A2! I?B4<! 18;! ;<8<2>! <18<! 87E! 95A5<8<5?7! ?7! @422>?A! ?@!
2LT42;;5?7!AB;<!D2!<12!928;<!42;<45H<5J2!T?;;5D92U!
!
“Even   though   the  Government’s   purpose  be   legitimate   and   substantial,   that  
TB4T?;2!H877?<!D2!TB4;B2>!DE!A287;!<18<!D4?8>9E!;<5@92!@B7>8A27<89!T24;?789!
liberties  when  the  end  can  be  more  narrowly  achieved.”,*!
!
In   assessing   the   legitimacy   of   restrictions,   the   ECtHR   allows   a   “margin   of  
appreciation”   to   the   State.   This   means   that   there   is   a   degree   o@! @92L5D595<E! 57!
57<24T42<8<5?7K! C15H1! 5;! 2;T2H5899E! 8TT95H8D92! 5@! <12! 42;<45H<5?7! 4298<2;! <?! 87! 5;;B2!
C1242! <1242!A8E!D2!H?7;5>248D92!>5@@2427H2;!8A?76!=B4?T287!#<8<2;!–!T84<5HB9849E!






“The   Committee   reserves   to   itself   an   assessment   of   whether,   in   a   given  
;5<B8<5?7K! <1242! A8E! 18J2! D227! H54HBA;<87H2;! C15H1! A8>2! 8! 42;<45H<5?7! ?@!
@422>?A! ?@! 2LT42;;5?7! 72H2;;84ER! "7! <15;! 42684>K! <12! I?AA5<<22! 42H899;! <18<!
<12!;H?T2!?@! <15;! @422>?A! 5;!7?t   to  be  assessed  by  reference   to  a   “margin  of  
appreciation”   and   in   order   for   the   Committee   to   carry   out   this   function,   a  
#<8<2! T84<EK! 57! 87E! 65J27! H8;2K! AB;<! >2A?7;<48<2! 57! ;T2H5@5H! @8;15?7! <12!
T42H5;2! 78<B42! ?@! <12! <1428<! <?! 87E! ?@! <12! 27BA248<2>! 64?B7>;! 95;<2>! 57!





/(! "SI<ZGK! 9*()E@3*+6! \&(?&+3%')! '.! -.! "33*/'-,'*.! P+&3/+'?&1! ?6! U->! 0*+! ,%&! P+-/,'/&! *0!
e*E+.-@'3(K S>J5;?4E!3T575?7!3I),V(,K #2452;!S!%?R!,K!'!ZGQ^!'/!d.&(]eK!T84R!+*R!












“When   a   State   has   ratified   an   international   treaty   such   as   the   American  
I?7J27<5?7K! 5<;! bB>62;K! 8;! T84<! ?@! <12! #<8<2K! 842! 89;?! D?B7>! DE! ;BH1!
I?7J27<5?7R! 015;! @?4H2;! <12A! <?! ;22! <18<! 899! <12! 2@@2H<;! ?@! <12! T4?J5;5?7;!
2AD?>52>!57!<12!I?7J27<5?7!842!7?<!8>J24;29E!8@@2H<2>!DE!<12!27@?4H2A27<!?@!
98C;!C15H1!842!H?7<484E!<?!5<;!TB4T?;2!87>!<18<!18J2!7?<!18>!87E!92689!2@@2H<;!
;57H2! <1254! 57H2T<5?7R! "7! ?<124! C?4>;K! <12! ^B>5H584E! AB;<! 2L24H5;2! 8! ;?4<! ?@!
“conventionality   control”   between   the   domestic   legal   provisions   which   are  
8TT952>!<?!;T2H5@5H!H8;2;!87>!<12!SA245H87!I?7J27<5?7!?7!ZBA87!G561<;R!0?!
T24@?4A!<15;! <8;MK! <12! ^B>5H584E!18;! <?! <8M2! 57<?!8HH?B7<!7?<!?79E! <12! <428<EK!
DB<!89;?!<12!57<24T42<8<5?7!<1242?@!A8>2!DE!<12!"7<24)SA245H87!I?B4<K!C15H1!5;!
the  ultimate  interpreter  of  the  American  Convention.”,+!
!
!






















H87! ;2<! <12A;29J2;! BT! 8;! 8! D4857! ;B462?7! d?4! 2J27! 8! 98CE24eR! Z?C! C599! 5<! D2!





4265?789! ?4! 78<5?789! H?B4<;! 87>! 57<2478<5?789! 1BA87! 4561<;! D?>52;R! 012! 2L<27<! <?!
C15H1! <12!A2>58!A8E!?4!A8E!7?<!D2! 426B98<2>! 5;!87! 5AT?4<87<! 5;;B2! <?!B7>24;<87>!
D2H8B;2! 6?J247A27<;! <18<! C87<! <?! 42;<45H<! T42;;! @422>?A! A8E! <4E! <?! B;2! T98B;5D92!




S42! b?B47895;<;! 95M2!>?H<?4;!87>! 98CE24;K!C1242!8!T4?@2;;5?789!426B98<5?7!T4?H2;;!d5e!
>2<24A572;!C1?!A8E!T48H<5H2K!87>!d55e!T4?<2H<;!<12!TBD95H!@4?A!<12!57H?AT2<27<!87>!
<12! >5;1?72;<`! 01242! 842! A87E! 4eferences   to   the   journalistic   “profession,”   but   for  
A87E!428;?7;!<15;!5;!T4?D8D9E!8!A5;7?A24R!012!5AT?4<87<!T?57<!5;!<18<!<12!A2>58!87>!
b?B47895;<;!842! 57;<4BA27<;!C1242DE!<12!T?TB98<5?7!8;!8!C1?92!2L24H5;2;! 5<;!4561<! <?!




b?B47895;<;! 57! I?;<8! G5H8! H?B9>! D2! 42aB542>! <?! D2H?A2! A2AD24;! ?@! 8! T4?@2;;5?789!
8;;?H58<5?7! D2@?42! <12E! H?B9>! T48H<5;2R,/! I?;<8! G5H8! T42;27<2>! <1422! 846BA27<;! 57!
@8J?B4!?@!5<;!95H27;576!4265A2U!
!
 It  was  necessary  for  “public  order”;;!
 "<!;?B61<!<?!T4?A?<2!156124!2<15H89!87>!T4?@2;;5?789!;<87>84>;K!C15H1!C?B9>!
D272@5<!;?H52<E!8<!98462f!87>!









“Freedom   of   expression   constitutes   the   primary   and   basic   element   of   the  
TBD95H! ?4>24! ?@! 8! >2A?H48<5H! ;?H52<EK! C15H1! 5;! 7?<! H?7H25J8D92! C5<1?B<! @422!
debate  and  the  possibility  that  dissenting  voices  be  fully  heard  …!It  is  …  in  the  
interest  of  the  democratic  public  order  …  that  the  right  of  each  individual  to  
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!







$E! 42;<45H<576! 8HH2;;! <?! b?B47895;AK! 95H27;576! 184A2>! <12! TBD95H! ?4>24! 48<124! <187!
T4?A?<2!5<R!
!
#2H?7>K! <12!I?B4<!>5;<576B5;12>! b?B47895;A! @4?A!T4?@2;;5?7;! ;BH1!8;!A2>5H572!87>!
98CK! D2H8B;2! <12! @?4A24! H?7;<5<B<2;! <12! 2L24H5;2! ?@! 8! 1BA87! 4561<! –! @422>?A! ?@!
2LT42;;5?7R!!
!
“The  practice   of   journalism  …   requires   a! T24;?7! <?! 276862! 57! 8H<5J5<52;! <18<!
>2@572! ?4! 2AD48H2! <12! @422>?A! ?@! 2LT42;;5?7! C15H1! <12! I?7J27<5?7!




“[G]eneral  welfare  requires  the  greatest  possible  amount  of  information,  and  
5<! 5;! <12! @B99! 2L24H5;2! ?@! <12! 4561<! ?@! 2LT42;;5?7! <18<! D272@5<;! <15;! 6272489!
welfare   …   A   system   that   controls   the   right   of   expression   in   the   name   of   a  
;BTT?;2>! 6B8487<22! ?@! <12! H?442H<72;;! 87>! <4B<1@B972;;! ?@! <12! 57@?4A8<5?7!
<18<!;?H52<E!42H25J2;!H87!D2!<12!;?B4H2!?@!6428<!8DB;2!87>K!B9<5A8<29EK!J5?98<2;!
the  right  to  information  that  this  same  society  has.”,'!
!
:57899EK! ?7! <12! <154>! 846BA27<! d;<4276<127576! <12! T4?@2;;5?7! 87>! T4?<2H<576!
b?B47895;<;!86857;<!<1254!2AT9?E24;eK!<12!I?B4<!@29<!<18<!<15;!H?B9>!D2!8H152J2>!DE!92;;!
57<4B;5J2! A287;R,(! 012! I?B4<! H?7H9B>2>! B7875A?B;9E! <18<! ;H12A2;! 42aB54576!




N%K! 3S#! 87>! <12! 3#I=! @?4! T4?<2H<576! @422>?A! ?@! 2LT42;;5?7! 27>?4;2>! <12! ;8A2!
position   in   their  2004  Joint  Declaration  stating  that:   “Individual   journali;<;! ;1?B9>!




“Journalism   is   a   function   shared   by   a   wide   range   of   actors,   including  
T4?@2;;5?789! @B99)<5A2! 42T?4<24;! 87>! 8789E;<;K! 8;! C299! 8;! D9?6624;! 87>!?<124;!
C1?!276862!57!@?4A;!?@!;29@)TBD95H8<5?7!57!T457<K!?7!<12!57<2472<!?4!29;2C1242K!













57H?AT8<5D92! C5<1! j@422>?A! ?@! 2LT42;;5?7! 8;! 8! J215H92! @?4! <487;T8427HE! 87>!
accountability].”!
!
4# But  shouldn’t  journalists  have  certain  minimum  qualifications?!
!
Q?C! T4?@2;;5?789! ;<87>84>;! 842! H24<8579E! 8! T4?D92A! 57! A87E! H?B7<452;! d8;! 5;! <12!
H?442;T?7>576! 9?C! 2;<22A! 57! C15H1! b?B47895;<;! 842! ;?A2<5A2;! 129>eR! $B<K! 8;! C5<1!
95H27;576! 42aB542A27<;K! 57<2478<5?789! ;<87>84>;! 18J2! 4B92>! ?B<! <12! 42aB542A27<! ?@!






“[t]he  requirement  of  a  university  degree  for  the  practice  of  journalism  constitute[s]  
87!B798C@B9!42;<45H<5?n  of  freedom  of  expression.”]-!
!
012!<1422!;T2H589!A87>8<2;!?7!@422>?A!?@!2LT42;;5?7!8<!<12!3S#K!N%!87>!3#I=!18J2!
stated   that:   “[T]here   should   be   no   legal   restrictions   on   who   may   practise  
journalism.”]+!
!




5<;! 2L5;<27H2K! 57! <12! .&]*! H8;2! ?@! <&! 4&/T&+! Q#! 4&@A'E(R]/! F2! $2HM24! 18>! D227! 8!
H?998D?48<?4!C5<1!%8c5!?HHBT524;!?@! $2965BAK!C1?! 7844?C9E! 2;H8T2>!D2576! 2L2HB<2>!
8@<24! <12! #2H?7>! _?49>! _84! 87>! C8;! 57;<28>! D8442>! @?4! 95@2! @4?A! 57J?9J2A27<! 57!
72C;T8T24! TBD95H8<5?7R! S9<1?B61! <12! I?AA5;;5?7! >5>! 7?<! 4B92! ?B<! T4?15D5<576!





a  reply  was  not  a  “necessary”  restriH<5?7!57!8!>2A?H48<5H!;?H52<ER!"<!C?B9>!T?<27<5899E!
18J2!<12!2@@2H<!?@!>5;;B8>576!b?B47895;<;!@4?A!>5;HB;;576!A8<<24;!?@!TBD95H!H?7H247R],!
























4561<! <?! 68<124! 72C;R! $B<! C127! 5<! H?A2;! <?! 42T?4<576! H24<857! <ET2;! ?@! 2J27<! –!
T84958A27<84E! ;2;;5?7;K! H?B4<! T4?H22>576;K! H?7@2427H2;K! ?4! ;T?4<576! 2J27<;! –! <1242!








“[I]ts   operation   and   application   must   be   shown   as   necessary   and  
proportionate  to  the  goal  in  question  and  not  arbitrary  …  The  relevant  criteria  
@?4!<12!8HH42>5<8<5?7!;H12A2!;1?B9>!D2!;T2H5@5HK!@854!87>!428;?78D92K!87>!<1254!




“Accreditation  schemes   for   journalists  are  appropriate  only  where  necessary  
<?!T4?J5>2!<12A!C5<1!T45J59262>!8HH2;;! <?!H24<857!T98H2;!87>V?4!2J27<;f!;BH1!
;H12A2;! ;1?B9>! D2! ?J24;227! DE! 87! 57>2T27>27<! D?>E! 87>! 8HH42>5<8<5?7!
>2H5;5?7;! ;1?B9>!D2! <8M27!TB4;B87<! <?!8! @854!87>! <487;T8427<!T4?H2;;K!D8;2>!
?7!H9284!87>!7?7)>5;H45A578<?4E!H45<2458!TBD95;12>!57!8>J87H2R!
SHH42>5<8<5?7! ;1?B9>! 72J24! D2! ;BDb2H<! <?! C5<1>48C89! D8;2>! ?79E! ?7! <12!
content  of  an  individual  journalist’s  work.”](!
!








012! @54;<! T?57<! <?! B7>24;<87>! 5;! <18<! >5@@2427<! H?7;5>248<5?7;! 8TT9E! <?! >5@@2427<!
;2H<5?7;! ?@! <12! A2>58R! Z5;<?45H899EK! <12! ;5<B8<5?7! ?@! D4?8>H8;<! A2>58! 18;! D227! J24E!
>5@@2427<!@4?A!<18<!?@!<12!T457<!A2>58K!@?4!<12!J24E!;5AT92!428;?7!<18<!<12!@42aB27HE!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
]'! N%ZGIK! L-E,%'&+! Q#! 9-.-1-K! I?AAB75H8<5?7! %?R! ]++V.&&,K! N%! F?HR! IIOGVIV],VFV]++V.&&,! d'!
ST459!.&&&eK!T84R!.+R]R!!
](!N%!#T2H589!G8TT?4<2B4!?7!:422>?A!?@!3T575?7!87>!=LT42;;5?7K!<12!3#I=!G2T42;27<8<5J2!?7!:422>?A!





<12! :P! D87>! 5;! 8D?B<! .**R! S99?H8<5?7! ?@! @42aB27H52;! 18;! D227! <12! ?79E! @854! C8E! ?@!
27;B4576! T9B4895;A! 87>! @422! 2LT42;;5?7! 57! D4?8>H8;<576! –! <15;K! 57! ?<124! C?4>;K! 5;!
426B98<5?7R!
!
#?A2!?<124!426B98<?4E!H?7;2aB27H2;!18J2! @9?C2>! @4?A! <15;R! "7!A87E!H?B7<452;K! <12!
@8H<!<18<!D4?8>H8;<24;!–!57H9B>576!T45J8<2!?72;!–!842!B;576!8!78<5?789!42;?B4H2!A287;!
<18<! <12E! 842! ?D9562>! <?! @?99?C! ;<45H<! 4B92;! 8D?B<! 5AT84<5895<E! 57! T?95<5H89! 42T?4<576K!
2;T2H5899E!8<!<12!<5A2!?@!292H<5?7;R!P?42!62724899EK!D4?8>H8;<576!95H27;2;K!C5<1!<12!85A!




T457<! ?4! ?79572! 2aB5J8927<! ?@! <12! @42aB27HE! ;T2H<4BAR! "7! T457H5T92K! 87E?72! A8E!




42aB542A27<;! ?7! 72C;T8T24! 87>! A868c572! TBD95;124;! –! 7?4! 57>22>! @5787H589!
?D9568<5?7;K!;BH1!8;!<8L2;!?7!A8<24589;K!<18<!842!;T2H5@5H!<?!<12!TBD95;1576!57>B;<4ER!
!
S!D?4>249572!8428! 5;! <12! 5;;B2!?@!42A2>52;! @?4! 5442;T?7;5D92!?4! 578HHB48<2!42T?4<576R!
_1592! <12! 6272489! 8TT4?8H1! ?@! @422! 2LT42;;5?7! 8>J?H8<2;! 5;! <?! 846B2! @?4! ;29@)
426B98<5?7! ?@! <12! A2>58! 8;! 8! C8E! ?@! >289576! C5<1! T4?@2;;5?789! ;<87>84>;! 87>!
H?AT9857<;K!57<2478<5?789!98C!5;!7?<!H?7;5;<27<!?7!<15;!T?57<R!
!
The  ACHR  provides  for  a  right  of  reply  for  anyone  “injured  by  inaccurate  or  offensive  
statements   or   ideas”   in   the   media.]&! 3<124! T84<;! ?@! <12! C?49>! 842! 7?<! 72H2;;8459E!
8J24;2! <?! <12! 5>28K!89<1?B61! 5<! 5;!878<12A8! <?!;?A2!;57H2! 5<! 8TT284;! <?! 426B98<2! <12!
H?7<27<!?@! <12!A2>58R! "7!H24<857!H?7<2L<;!2J27!<12!N75<2>!#<8<2;K!C15H1! 5;!62724899E!





I?B4<;! 18J2! 9??M2>! 2;T2H5899E! 184;19E! ?7! 8<<2AT<;! <?! 5AT?;2! T84<5HB984! @5787H589!
DB4>27;!?7!<12!T457<!A2>58K!C5<1!N75<2>!#<8<2;!bB45;T4B>27H2!57!T84<5HB984!T?57<576!
?B<!<12!>87624;R!"7!L+*3F&-.!Q#!"(&+'/-.!P+&33!9*K!<12!TBD95;124;!18>!H18992762>!8!
98C! 5AT?;576! 8! <8L! ?7! TBD95H8<5?7;! C5<1! 8! H54HB98<5?7! ?@! A?42! <187! -*K***R! 012!
#BT42A2!I?B4<!@29<!<18<!<12!98C!H?7;<48572>!<12!T42;;!<C5H2!?J24!–!?7H2!8;!8!<8L!?7!
8>J24<5;576! 42J27B2;K! 87>! <127! 8;! 87! 57H27<5J2! <?! 95A5<! H54HB98<5?7R! I?7;5>24576! <12!









“The  evils   to  be  prevented  were  not   the   censorship  of   the  press  merely,  but  
87E!8H<5?7!?@! <12!6?J247A27<!DE!A287;!?@!C15H1! 5<!A561<!T42J27<!;BH1!@422!
87>! 6272489! >5;HB;;5?7! ?@! TBD95H! A8<<24;! 8;! ;22A;! 8D;?9B<29E! 2;;27<589! <?!
prepare  the  people  for  an  intelligent  exercise  of  their  rights  as  citizens.”'.!
!
012! T?57<! C8;! B7>249572>! 57! \'..&-)*@'3! D,-+! Q#! \'..&-)*@'3! 9*(('33'*.&+! *0!
M&Q&.E&R!012!;<8<2!?@!P5772;?<8!18>! 5AT?;2>!8! <8L!?7!T8T24!87>! 57MR!_1592! <1242!







<12! j4561<! <?! @422>?A! ?@! 2LT42;;5?7k! <18<! C2! H877?<! H?B7<2787H2! ;BH1!









<C?! TBD95H8<5?7;! D2H8B;2! <12! 4265;<24576! 8B<1?45<E! <1?B61<! <12! <5<92;! C242!
578TT4?T458<2R! 012! =IZG! ;<4BHM! <15;! >?C7! 8;! not   being   “prescribed   by   law”.   The  
O?95;1! H?B4<;! 18>! 57@2442>! 8! T?C24! <?! 42@B;2! 4265;<48<5?7! ?7! <12! D8;5;! ?@! <12! <5<92K!
89<1?B61!<15;!C8;!7?<!@?42;228D92!@4?A!<12!<2L<!?@!4265;<48<5?7R!012!=I<ZG!129>U!
!
“To…require  of  the  title  of  a  magazine  that  it  embody  <4B<1@B9!57@?4A8<5?7K!5;!
…   inappropriate   from   the   standpoint   of   freedom   of   the   press.   A   title   of   a  




012! N%ZGI! 18;! 42T28<2>9E! 2LT42;;2>! H?7H247! 8D?B<! 4265;<48<5?7! ;H12A2;! @?4! <12!
T42;;! C1242! <12! 8B<1?45<E! 18;! <12! T?C24! <?! 42@B;2! 4265;<48<5?7! D2H8B;2! <15;! 5;!
>5@@2427<!@4?A!7?4A89!DB;572;;!4265;<48<5?7!@?4!<8L!?4!2AT9?EA27<!TB4T?;2;U!
!
“The  Commi<<22! 5;! H?7H2472>! <18<! <12! 4292J87<!8B<1?45<E!B7>24! <12!O457<576!
87>! OBD95;1576! SH<!18;! B7@2<<242>! >5;H42<5?784E! T?C24! <?! 6487<! ?4! <?! 42@B;2!















“The   Committee   notes   that   …   publishers   of   periodicals   …   are   required   to  




obstacles  as  to  restrict  the  author’s  freedom  to  impart  information.”',!
!
The   African   Commission   on   Human   and   Peoples’   Rights   found   that   licensing  
42aB542A27<;! 5AT?;2>!DE!<12!%5624587!6?J247A27<!J5?98<2>!S4<5H92!&!?@!<12!S@45H87!
I184<24R']! 012! H8;2! ?@! \&1'-! M'A%,3! "A&.1-! -.1! g,%&+3! Q#! V'A&+'-! 57J?9J2>! 8!
7BAD24!?@!>5@@2427<!5;;B2;R!SA?76!?<124!;<2T;K!<12!A595<84E!6?J247A27<!18>!42aB542>!
899!72C;T8T24;!<?!42<4?;T2H<5J29E!4265;<24!57!?4>24!<?!98C@B99E!TBD95;1K!C5<1!<12!T?C24!





OAS:   “[i]mposing   special   registration   requirements   on   the   print   media   is  




$E!H?7<48;<!C5<1! <12!T457<!A2>58K! <1242!18;! 9?76!D227!42H?675c2>!<?!D2!8! 9265<5A8<2!
TBD95H!87>!@422>?A!?@!2LT42;;5?7!57<242;<!57!426B98<576!D4?8>H8;<!A2>58R!012!428;?7K!
8;! 57>5H8<2>! 8D?J2K! 5;! <12! @575<2! H1848H<24! ?@! <12! @42aB27HE! ;T2H<4BA! 87>! <12! 722>!
<1242@?42! <?! 899?H8<2! 5<;! B;2! @8549ER! "<! 5;! H92849E! 7?<! 57! <12! 57<242;<! ?@! T9B4895;A! 87>!
>5J24;5<E! <?! 18J2! <12! @42aB27HE! ;T2H<4BA! 8;! 8! @422)@?4)899K! C5<1! <12! 98462;<!
<487;A5<<24;!H4?C>576!?B<!<12!C28MR!
!
012! ;<4276<1! ?@! <15;! 846BA27<! 18;! 42H2>2>! ;?A2C18<! C5<1! <12! >565<895c8<5?7! ?@!




Z?C2J24K! <12! @B7>8A27<89! T457H5T92;! D2157>! D4?8>H8;<576! 426B98<5?7! 42A857R! 372!
5AT?4<87<! 48<5?7892! 5;! <?! H?B7<24! <12! <27>27HE! <?C84>;! 8! A?7?T?9E! dT84<5HB9849E!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
',! N%ZGIK! U-),3&Q'/%! Q#! 4&@-+E3K! -*! P84H1! -***K! I?AAB75H8<5?7! %?R! '(*V.&&'K! N%! F?HR!
IIOGVIV](VFV'(*V.&&'!d.&&'eK!T84R!(R.R!!
']! S@45H87! I?AA5;;5?n  on  Human  and  Peoples’  RightsK! \&1'-! M'A%,3! "A&.1-! -.1! g,%&+3! Q#! V'A&+'-K!
STT95H8<5?7!%?;R!.*,V&+K!.-(V&/!87>!.,-V&]!d.&&(eR!!
''!N%!#T2H589!G8TT?4<2B4!?7!:422>?A!?@!3T575?7!87>!=LT42;;5?7K!<12!3#I=!G2T42;27<8<5J2!?7!:422>?A!







S4<5H92! .*! ?@! <12! =IZG! 899?C;! <18<! #<8<2;! A8E! 2;<8D95;1! 426B98<?4E! D?>52;! @?4! <12!
A2>58K! C15H1! H?7;<5<B<2;! 87! 57<24@2427H2! C5<1! <12! 4561<! <?! @422>?A! ?@! 2LT42;;5?7R!
Z?C2J24K! <12! 85AK! 926895<E! 87>! 72H2;;5<E!?@! ;BH1! 8! 426B98<?4E!;E;<2A! ;<599! 18;! <?! D2!
2;<8D95;12>! B;576! <12! <1422)T84<! <2;<R! 012! 5;;B2! 8<! ;<8M2! 57! <12! J.0*+(-,'*.3Q&+&'.!
H8;2! C8;! C12<124! 8! #<8<2! A?7?T?9E! ?@! D4?8>H8;<576! H?B9>! D2! bB;<5@52>! B7>24! <12!
72H2;;5<E!926!?@!<12!<2;<U!
!
“Of  all   the  means  of  ensuring  that  these  values  are  respected,  a  monopoly  is  
<12!?72!C15H1!5AT?;2;!<12!6428<2;<!42;<45H<5?7;!?7!<12!@422>?A!?@!2LT42;;5?7K!
78A29E! <12! <?<89! 5AT?;;5D595<E! ?@! D4?8>H8;<576! ?<124C5;2! <187! <14?B61! 8!










>87624! ?@! T45J8<2! A?7?T?952;K! C5<1! <12! #<8<2! 18J576! 87! ?D9568<5?7! <?! 27;B42! A2>58!
T9B4895;AU!
!
“The   State   should   7?<! 18J2! A?7?T?9E! H?7<4?9! ?J24! <12! A2>58! 87>! ;1?B9>!
T4?A?<2! T9B4895<E! ?@! <12! A2>58R! I?7;2aB27<9EK! #<8<2;! T84<52;! ;1?B9>! <8M2!
8TT4?T458<2! 8H<5?7K! H?7;5;<27<! C5<1! <12! I?J2787<K! <?! T42J27<! B7>B2! A2>58!
>?A5787H2! ?4! H?7H27<48<5?7! DE! T45J8<29E! H?7<4?992>! A2>58! 64?BT;! 57!
A?7?T?95;<5H! ;5<B8<5?7;! <18<! A8E! D2! 184A@B9! <?! 8! >5J24;5<E! ?@! ;?B4H2;! 87>!
views.”(*!
!
012! #BT42A2! I?B4<! ?@! #45! Q87M8! >42C! BT?7! <12! =I<ZG! bB>6A27<! 57!
J.0*+(-,'*.3Q&+&'.!Q#!"E3,+'-!C127!5<!C8;!H8992>!BT?7!<?!H?7;5>24!C12<124!<12!72C9E!
H428<2>!#45!Q87M8!$4?8>H8;<576!SB<1?45<E!C8;!;B@@5H527<9E!57>2T27>27<!87>!5AT84<589R!
372! ?@! <12! 5;;B2;! C8;! <12! 2L5;<27H2! ?@! >5@@2427<! 426B98<?4E! 4265A2;! @?4! #<8<2! 87>!
T45J8<2!D4?8>H8;<24;R!015;!C?B9>!42aB542!8!;<4?76!87>!T24;B8;5J2!48<5?7892U!
!
“There   is   no   rational   explan8<5?7! C1E! <12! 98C! ;1?B9>! ?79E! D2! D27567! 57!
?T248<5?7!<?!<1?;2!<C?!D4?8>H8;<24;K!C1E!<12!8B<1?45<E!;1?B9>!8H<!62724?B;9E!
only  in  relation  to  those  institutions,  while   looking  upon  others  with   ‘an  evil  
eye’  with  regard  to  required  standards  governing  the  con<27<!?@!T4?648AA2;K!
<12! A87724! ?@! H?AT9E576! C5<1! <1?;2! ;<87>84>;K! 87>! <12! H?7;2aB27H2;! ?@!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!







@859576! <?! H?AT9E! C5<1! <1?;2! ;<87>84>;R! 012! B7bB;<5@52>! >5;H45A578<5?7! 5;!
manifest.  There  is  a  clear  violation  of  the  principles  of  equality.”(.!
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012! I?B4<! >5>! 7?<! 42b2H<! <12! 5AT?4<87H2! ?@! 426B98<5?7! ?4! H?7;5>24! <18<! 57! 5<;29@! 5<!
J5?98<2>!@422>?A!?@!2LT42;;5?7U!
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<1?B61<! 87>! 2LT42;;5?7! 842! <?! D2! @?;<242>K! <1242! AB;<! D2! 87! 8>2aB8<2!
H?J24862!?@!TBD95H!5;;B2;!87>!87!8AT92!T98E!@?4!<12!@422!87>!@854!H?AT2<5<5?7!
?@! ?TT?;576! J52C;R! 012! 5AT?;5<5?7! ?@! H?7>5<5?7;! ?7! 95H27H2;! <?! 27;B42! <18<!
<12;2! H45<2458! ;1?B9>! D2! ?D;24J2>! >?! 7?<! <487;642;;! <12! 4561<! ?@! @422>?A! ?@!
;T22H1K! DB<! <12E! 48<124! 8>J87H2! 5<! DE! 65J576! 95;<2724;! 87>! J52C24;! <12!










18J2! ;227K! 842! B75J24;899E! 42684>2>! 8;! TBD95H! T4?T24<ER! "7! <15;! 8428K! 8!
6?J247A27<! 5;! 8! <4B;<22! @?4! <12! TBD95HU! 5<;! 4561<! 87>! >B<E! 5;! <?! T4?J5>2! 87!
57>2T27>27<!;<8<B<?4E!8B<1?45<E!<?!;8@26B84>!<12!57<242;<;!?@!<12!O2?T92!57!<12!
2L24H5;2! ?@! <1254! @B7>8A27<89! 4561<;U! %?! A?42! 87>! 7?! 92;;R! 3<124C5;2! <12!
@422>?A;! ?@! <1?B61<! 87>! ;T22H1K! 57H9B>576! <12! 4561<! <?! 57@?4A8<5?7! C599! D2!
placed  in  jeopardy.”(+!
!
012! I?B4<! C8;! T84<5HB9849E! C84E! ?@! J845?B;! T4?J5;5?7;! 899?C576! <12! P575;<24! 87>!
D4?8>H8;<576! 8B<1?45<E! <?! 5AT?;2! H?7>5<5?7;! DE! >2H422R! 012;2! T?C24;! C242!
57H?AT8<5D92!C5<1!@422>?A!?@!2LT42;;5?7U!
!
“Vague   provisions   cannot   be   permitted,   for   they   undermine   the   basic  
T457H5T92;!?@!@854!7?<5H2!87>!C847576U!T2?T92!AB;<!D2!H92849E!87>!;5AT9E!<?9>!
C18<! <12E! 842! 7?<! ;BTT?;2>! <?! >?K! ;?! <18<! <12E! A8E! 8>bB;<! <1254! 95J2;! 87>!
C?4MR! =J24E! ;5<B8<5?7! H877?<! D2! 87<5H5T8<2>! 87>! T4?J5>2>! @?4f! DB<! <12! 98C!









8H<5?7R! _5<1?B<! H9284! 6B5>29572;! T42;H45D2>! DE! 98CK! <12! A575;<24! 87>V?4! <12!
8B<1?45<E! 18J2! >5;H42<5?7! <?! 8H<! ?7! 87! 5448<5?789! ;292H<5J2! D8;5;K! 57H9B>576! 8!
;292H<5J2!D8;5;!42@248D92!<?!48H2K!429565?7K!9876B862K!H8;<2K!627>24K!?4!T?95<5H89!
opinion,   and   therefore   in   violation   of   …   the   Constitution.   Licensees   are  
2LT?;2>! <?! <12! 45;M! ?@! 18J576! <1254! 95H27;2;! H87H2992>! ?4! ;B;T27>2>! ?4! 2J27!
D2576! T4?;2HB<2>! D2H8B;2! <12E! >5;86422! C5<1! <12! A575;<24! 87>V?4! 8B<1?45<EK!
89D25<K!@?4!;?A2!H?7;<5<B<5?7899E!;B;T2H<!428;?7U!<1242!5;!8!J24E!4289!T?<27<589!














@?;<24576! 87>! T4?A?<576! @422! 2LT42;;5?7! B7>24! <12! I?7;<5<B<5?7K! ;BDb2H<! ?@!
H?B4;2K!<?!428;?78D92!95A5<8<5?7;!@?4!<12!4561<;!?@!?<124;!87>!<12!57<242;<!?@!<12!
public…..the   gove47A27<! C8;! >295D248<29E! 8@@?4>576! <12! A287;! @?4! 8! 6428<24!
exercise  by  the  people  of  their  [right  to  freedom  of  expression].”(]!
!
The  government’s  aim  in  closing  down  the  programme  was  not  legitimate  because  it  
C8;!18TTE!<?!899?C!>5;HB;;5?7!?@!?<124!5;;B2;!DB<!7?<!<12!9?<<24ER!!
!
"7! g?3&+Q&+! PE?@'/-,'*.3! U,1! Q#! \-,,%&>K! <12! 8TT29987<! 18>! 8TT952>! <?! <12!
8B<1?45<52;!57!S7<56B8!87>!$84DB>8!@?4!8!D4?8>H8;<576!95H27H2R('!Z5;!8TT95H8<5?7!18>!
D227! T?;<T?72>! 57>2@575<29E! C5<1?B<! H?7;5>248<5?7!–! 2@@2H<5J29E! 42@B;2>R! S99! T45J8<2!
D4?8>H8;<576! 95H27;2;! C242! 129>! DE! A2AD24;! ?@! <12! 6?J247A27<! 87>! <1254! @8A5952;R!
012!O45JE!I?B7H59!>5>!7?<!4B92!?7!<15;K!DB<!7?<2>U!
!
“[T]he  homogeneous  pattern  of  the  ownership  of  the  authorised  broadcasting  
;<8<5?7;!5;!4292J87<!86857;<!87E!;B662;<5?7!<18<!<12!42@B;89!?@!8!95H27H2!<?!<12!
appellant  may  have  been  justified...”((!
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012! >27589! ?@! 8! D4?8>H8;<576! 95H27H2! C8;! H92849E! 87! 57<24@2427H2! 57! <12! 4561<! <?!
@422>?A! ?@! 2LT42;;5?7R! 01242! C242! T?;;5D92! bB;<5@5H8<5?7;! @?4! ;BH1! 87! 57<24@2427H2K!
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B7;B5<8D92! A8<24589R! %?72! ?@! <12;2! H?7;5>248<5?7;! 8TT952>! 57! <15;! H8;2R! 012! O45JE!
I?B7H59!C8;!H?7H2472>!C12<124!<12!64?B7>;!@?4!42@B;89!18>!D227!9265<5A8<2U!
!
“[A]   policy   motivated   by   a   desire   to   suppress   or   limit   criticism   of   the  




"7! <12!H8;2! ?@! L+-.'&+! &,! -@#! XM-1'*! 9-+-/-3!$&@&Q'3'*.Y!Q#! a&.&ZE&@-K! <12! "SI<ZG!
7?<2>! <18<! <12! T9B4895<E! ?@! <12! A2>58! ?4! 57@?4A8<5?7! 8J8598D92! <?! <12! TBD95H! 5;! 87!
2@@2H<5J2!6B8487<22!?@!@422>?A!?@!2LT42;;5?7R!01242!5;!<1242@?42!8!>B<E!?7!<12!#<8<2!<?!
T4?<2H<!87>!6B8487<22!<15;!B7>24!S4<5H92!.R.!?@!<12!I?7J27<5?7!<14?B61!d5e!A575A5;576!




$!HIJ57H87@D?K!D?98!B5r  you  to  consider….!
!
012! D4?8>H8;<576! 426B98<?4E! D?>E! 42H25J2;! H?AT9857<;! @4?A! A2AD24;! ?@! 8!







• "7! 87E! 2J27<K! <12! TBD95H! 5;! 57<242;<2>! 57! 95;<27576! <?! ?B4! AB;5H! 87>! ;T?4<;!

























"7!<12!.&&*;K! <12!8>J27<!?@! <12! 57<2472<!8;!?72!?@! <12!A?;<!C5>29E!B;2>!J215H92;! @?4!
@422>?A!?@!2LT42;;5?7!18;!T?;2>!87!?76?576!;2452;!?@!72C!5;;B2;!@?4!<12!98CR!_12428;!
72C;T8T24;! 87>! A868c572;! C?B9>! D2! 428>59E! 42H?675c8D92! <?! <1?;2! C1?! C4?<2! 87>!
TBD95;12>! <12! @54;<! TBD95H8<5?7;! 57! <12! 2561<227<1! H27<B4EK! <12! 57<2472<! C?B9>! D2!
B742H?675c8D92R! "7>22>! <12! 57<2472<! ?@! <?>8E! C?B9>! D2! B742H?675c8D92! <?! 8! <5A2!
<48J29924!@4?A!-*!E284;!86?K!92<!89?72!@B4<124!D8HMR!
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$4?8>H8;<576! <??! 5;! 7?<! 57! 2;;27H2! ;?! >5@@2427<! @4?A! <12! @54;<! >8E;! ?@! TBD95H!











J8452<E! ?@! TB4T?;2;! ;H84H29E! 27J5;862>! ?45657899ER! 012! A?;<! ?DJ5?B;! ?72;! @?4! <12!
TB4T?;2;! ?@! 8! @422>?A! ?@! 2LT42;;5?7! >5;HB;;5?7! 842! ?DJ5?B;9E! ?79572! 72C;T8T24!
TBD95H8<5?7!87>!D4?8>H8;<576R!$B<!<12;2!842!57!A87E!C8E;!<12!928;<!T4?D92A8<5HR!
!
"7! 8>>5<5?7K! A?;<! C2D! B;24;! 426B9849E! H1??;2! C15H1! ;5<2! <?! B;2! <14?B61! ;284H1!




0?! 8>>! <?! <12! H?AT95H8<5?7;K! <1242! 842! 92689! 5;;B2;! 845;576! @4?A! <12! @8H<! <18<! <12!
A?D592! T1?72;! A?;<! T2?T92! H844E! 84?B7>! C5<1! <12A! 842! 7?<! bB;<! T1?72;K! DB<!
;?T15;<5H8<2>!AB9<5)A2>58!>2J5H2;!that  can  not  only  be  used  to  consume  “traditional”  
A2>58!–!?79572!72C;T8T24;K!D4?8>H8;<!T?>H8;<;!2<H!–!DB<!89;?!<?!627248<2!8!@?4A!?@!
A2>58! H?7<27<! <14?B61! T1?<?648T1E! 87>! C45<576! d2R6R! H4?C>);?B4H576! 87>! H5<5c27!
b?B47895;AeK! 57H9B>576! DE! H?7<45DB<576! <?! Cebsites  maintained  by   ‘traditional’  mass  
A2>58!DE!B;576!H?AA27<;!87>!<8M576!T84<!57!?79572!>5;HB;;5?7!@?48eR!
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user’s  messages?  And  when  does  publication  take  place  –!C127!8!D9?6624!BT9?8>;!8!
T?;<!?4!C127!;?A2?72!29;2!>?C79?8>;! 5<`!_18<! 5@!Y??692! 928>;!8!B;24! <?!8!C2D;5<2!





I?B4<;! 57! 78<5?789K! 4265?789! 87>! 57<2478<5?789! bB45;>5H<5?7;! 842! <8HM9576! <12;2!







#29@)2J5>27<9E! 5<! 5;! 7?<R! 372! ?@! <12! 2849E! ?HH8;5?7;! C127! 8! ;BT245?4! H?B4<! 18>! <?!
address   this   question   was   when   the   Communications   Decency   Act   (“CDA”)   came  




H45A57895c2>! d5e! <12! “knowing”   transmission   of   “obscene   or   indecent”  messages   or  
sending   or   (ii)   displaying   any  message   “[t]hat,   in   context,   depicts   or   describes,   in  
<24A;!T8<27<9E!?@@27;5J2!8;!A28;B42>!DE!H?7<2AT?484E!H?AAB75<E!;<87>84>;K!;2LB89!
?4!2LH42<?4E!8H<5J5<52;!?4!?4gans  to  anyone  under  18.”&.!
!
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<12! 6?J247A27<! 18>! 8! 9265<5A8<2! 57<242;<! 57! T4?<2H<576! H159>427! @4?A! ?D;H272!
material,  it  quoted  an  earlier  case  to  say  that  the  government  may  not  “reduc[2k!<12!
adult  population…  to…  only  what  is  fit  for  children.”&-!
!
Likewise,  the  “community  standards”  criterion  is  dangerous,  since  content  would  be  
bB>62>!DE!<12!;<87>84>;!?@!<12!H?AAB75<E!A?;<!95M29E!<?!D2!?@@27>2>R!
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The  Court  was   distinctly   unimpressed   by   the   government’s   argument   that   internet  
426B98<5?7!C8;!722>2>!<?!@?;<24!5<;!64?C<1U!
!
“[I]n  the  absence  of  evidence  to  the  contrary,  we  presume  that  governmental  
















372! ?@! <12! T84<5HB984! 5;;B2;! 57! 8TT9E576! @422>?A! ?@! 2LT42;;5?7! ;<87>84>;! <?! <12!
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>?C79?8>! 9?H8<5?7! C?B9>! 8TT9EK! 8;! 8! bB>62! >5>! 57! <12! SB;<489587! ;<8<2! ?@! [5H<?458K!
subsequently  upheld  by  the  High  Court  of  Australia:  “publication  takes  place  where  
and   when   the   contents   [are]   comprehended   by   the   reader.”&,! 015;! C8;! 57! 8!




012!>87624K!;29@)evidently,  is  one  of  “forum  shopping.”  If  online  content!C242!129>!<?!
be  “published”  in  every  location  where  it  is  downloaded,  then  journalists  (and  others)  
H?B9>!D2!;B2>!57!<12!A?;<!42;<45H<5J2!bB45;>5H<5?7R!
!
A  French  court  decision  on  the  nature  of  internet  “publication”  is  useful  in  this  regard  
d2J27! <1?B61! 5<!>289<!7?<!C5<1! <12!A8<<24!?@! 57<2478<5?789!2LH18762!?@! 57@?4A8<5?7K!
DB<! <12! >8<2! ?@! TBD95H8<5?7Re! 012! 8TT29987<! 57! <15;! H8;2! 846B2>! <18<! 57<2472<!
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“An  Internet  Service  Provider  who  provides  access  to  material  without  being  












H?B4<!42aB542>!X81??o! <?!B;2!D9?HM576!;?@<C842! <?!T42J27<!8HH2;;! 57!:487H2! d18J576!
@54;<! H?7;B9<2>! 8! 7BAD24! ?@! ;<B>52;! <18<! ;<8<2>! <18<! <15;! C8;! 8! <2H175H899E! @28;5D92!
?T<5?7eR&(!The  company’s  response  was   to  discontinue  the  sale  of  Nazi  memorabilia  
89<?62<124R!
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the  right  to  “seek,  receive  and  impart  information  and  ideas  through  any  media  and  







@?4! <12! H?7<27<! <18<! 5<! 1?;<;R! 012! X81??o! H8;2! ;B662;<2>! 8! 92J29! ?@! 42;T?7;5D595<EK!
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D?<1! H?AT848<5J2! 87>! 4265?789K! H?7HB4;! 57H428;5769E! C5<1! <12! 98<<24! J52CR! 012! "#O!
does  not  “publish”  any  more  than  the  supplier  of  newsprint  or  the  manufacturer  of  
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958D595<E!@?4!<12!57@45762A27<!8<<8H12>!<?!<12!TBD95;124!?@!<12!C2D;5<2!.*,!<?!<12!"#OK!
C15H1!;5AT9E!A8>2!8J8598D92! 5<;! <2H175H89! 57@48;<4BH<B42! <?!HB;<?A24;R!Z?C2J24K!87!
"#O!H87!D2!42aB542>!<?!<8M2!428;?78D92!;<2T;!<?!42A?J2!H?7<27<!5@!5<!5;!<?9>!<18<!<1242!
5;! 5992689! A8<24589! ?7! 5<;! ;24J24;! dT4?J5>2>! <1242! 5;! 7?! 428;?7! <?! >?BD<! <12! <4B<1! ?@!
<15;eR&&!
!
"7! <12! N75<2>! #<8<2;K! <12! %2C! X?4M! I?B4<! ?@! STT289;! H?7;5>242>! 8! H8;2! C1242! 8!
T9857<5@@!;B2>!87!"#O!@?4!>2@8A8<5?7R!012!I?B4<!42H8992>!5<;!2849524!H8;2!98C!57!C15H1!5<!
18>! H?7;5>242>! <18<! 8! <292T1?72! H?AT87E! H?B9>! 7?<! D2! H?7;5>242>! 8! TBD95;124!
because   it   “in   no   sense   has…  participated   in   preparing   the  message,   exercised   any  




Even   if   it   could   have   been   seen   as   the   publisher,   “[t]he   public   would   not   be   well  
;24J2>! DE! H?AT299576! 87! "#O! <?! 2L8A572! 87>! ;H4227! A5995?7;! ?@! 2A859!









"7!4298<5?7! <?!T?;<;!?7!DB992<57!D?84>;K! <12!I?B4<!H?7;5>242>! <18<! <12!;5<B8<5?7!C8;!
;9561<9E!>5@@2427<K!57!<18<!<12;2!H?B9>!D2!;H42272>K!DB<!C242!7?<!8;!8!A8<<24!?@!426B984!







"7! <12! N75<2>! #<8<2;K! #2H<5?7! -+*! ?@! <12! I?AAB75H8<5?7;! F2H27HE! SH<! ;?B61<! <?!
H9845@E! <12! >5@@5HB9<52;! <18<! 18>! 845;27! 57! <487;98<576! <12! H?AA?7! 98C! >5;<57H<5?7!
D2<C227!TBD95;124;!87>!>5;<45DB<?4;!d87>!<1254!?D9568<5?7;!57!4298<5?7!<?!>2@8A8<?4E!
H?7<27<e! 57<?! <12! ?79572! 27J54?7A27<R! S! .&&,! H8;2! 57! %2C! X?4M! 18>! @?B7>! 87!
57<24A2>584E! 958D92! @?4! <12! >2@8A8<?4E! H?AA27<! ?@! 8! <154>! T84<EK! 8! T?;<24! ?7! 87!
?79572! DB992<57! D?84>R! #2H<5?7! -+*! ;<8<2;! <18<! 7?! T4?J5>24! ?4! B;24! ?@! 87! 57<248H<5J2!








“If  computer  service  providers  were  subject  to  distributor  liabil5<EK!<12E!C?B9>!
@8H2! T?<27<589! 958D595<E! 28H1! <5A2! <12E! 42H25J2! 7?<5H2! ?@! 8! T?<27<5899E!
>2@8A8<?4E! ;<8<2A27<! —! @4?A! 87E! T84<EK! H?7H247576! 87E! A2;;862R! =8H1!
7?<5@5H8<5?7! C?B9>! 42aB542! 8! H842@B9! E2<! 48T5>! 57J2;<568<5?7! ?@! <12!
H54HBA;<87H2;! ;B44?B7>576! <12! T?;<2>! 57@?4A8<5?7K! 8! 92689! bB>6A27<!
H?7H247576! <12! 57@?4A8<5?7i;! >2@8A8<?4E! H1848H<24K! 87>! 87! ?7)<12);T?<!
2>5<?4589! >2H5;5?7! C12<124! <?! 45;M! 958D595<E! DE! 899?C576! <12! H?7<57B2>!
TBD95H8<5?7! ?@! <18<! 57@?4A8<5?7R! S9<1?B61! <15;! A561<! D2! @28;5D92! @?4! <12!
<48>5<5?789! T457<! TBD95;124K! <12! ;1224! 7BAD24! ?@! T?;<576;! ?7! 57<248H<5J2!
H?ATB<24! ;24J5H2;! C?B9>! H428<2! 87! 5AT?;;5D92! DB4>27! 57! <12! "7<2472<!
context.”.*/!
!
012! =B4?T287! N75?7! T?;5<5?7! ?7! 57<24A2>584E! 958D595<E! C8;! ;2<! ?B<! 57! <12! =)
I?AA24H2! F542H<5J2! ?@! -***R.*,! 015;! 89;?! T4?J5>2;! 2L2AT<5?7! @4?A! 958D595<E! @?4!
intermediaries   in   three   broad   areas:   the   “mere   conduit”   of   content,   “caching”   of  
content,  and  “hosting.”  The  main  difference   from  the  United  States   law   is   that   this  
2L2AT<5?7!@4?A!958D595<E!5;!H?7>5<5?789!BT?7!<12! intermediary  acting  “expeditiously”  
<?! 42A?J2! H?7<27<! 5@! 5<! 18;! M7?C92>62! <18<! <12! A8<24589! 5;! 5992689R! $B<! <12! =)










The   European   Court   of   Justice   (the   “ECJ”)   has   interpreted   this   provision   in  






02H17?9?6E! SH<! ?7! 57<24A2>584E! 958D595<E! <?! D2! 428>! 8;! T4?J5>576! @?4! 57<24A2>584E!
958D595<E!?79E!C1242!d5e!87! 57<24A2>584E!18;!42H25J2>!8H<B89!M7?C92>62! @4?A!8!H?B4<!
?4>24!?4!d55e!87!57<24A2>584E!18;!D227!7?<5@52>!DE!<12!Y?J247A27<!<18<!B798C@B9!8H<;!





comments  underneath  news  articles  can  be  held  liable  for  comments  that  are  “clearly  





37! A87E! 5;;B2;! 4298<576! <?! 72C! <2H17?9?652;K! T48H<5H2! 4B7;! 8128>! ?@! <12! 98CR! 012!
A5>)2000s   onwards   have   seen   an   explosion   of   blogging   and   “citizen   journalism.”  
:?99?C576! @4?A! <12! T457H5T92! <18<! b?B47895;<;! ;1?B9>! 7?<! D2! ;BDb2H<! <?! 87E! @?4A! ?@!
4265;<48<5?7! 42aB542A27<K! <1242! C?B9>! ;22A! <?! D2! 7?! @B7>8A27<89! >5;<57H<5?7!
D2<C227! ;?A2?72! C1?! TBD95;12;! 87! ?79572! 84<5H92! ?7! <12! C2D;5<2! ?@! 8! <48>5<5?789!




57! 8! D4?8>! >2@575<5?7! ?@! C1?! ;1?B9>! D2! 42684>2>! 8;! 8! b?B47895;<! @?4! TB4T?;2;! ?@!
@422>?A!?@!2LT42;;5?7U!
!
“Journalism   is   a   function   shared   by   a   wide   range   of   8H<?4;K! 57H9B>576!
T4?@2;;5?789! @B99)<5A2! 42T?4<24;! 87>! 8789E;<;K! 8;! C299! 8;! D9?6624;! 87>!?<124;!









.*]! #BT42A2! I?B4<! ?@! "7>58K! D%+&6-! D'.A%-@! Q#! ^.'*.! *0! J.1'-K! STT95H8<5?7! %?R! .]'V-*.-! d-*.,eK! T84R!
..-)..(R!
.*'!=I<ZG!dY487>!I18AD24eK!<&@0'!Q#!I3,*.'-K!STT95H8<5?7!%?R!]/,]&V*&!d-*.,eR!






























0:! /#+",."%+&! +1! /+*%"%.$*! 3/,,.G! $&-! .#%"%.%3(! +1! /)=*%.!
+11%.%$*3!
!
Z5;<?45H899EK! <12! 98C! 18;! ?@@242>! 6428<! T4?<2H<5?7! <?! TBD95H! ?@@5H589;! @4?A! H45<5H5;AK!
whether   in   the   form   of   “insult”   laws,   defamation,   sedition   laws   or   other  means   of  
T42J27<576! B74B9E! ;BDb2H<;! @4?A! H45<5H5;576! <1254! ;BT245?4;R! "7! 8! A?>247! 862! ?@!
>2A?H48HE!87>!1BA87!4561<;K!<12!T457H5T92!18;!D227!42J24;2>K!C5<1!;T2H589!2AT18;5;!
?7! <12! 5AT?4<87H2! ?@! T4?<2H<576! <12! 4561<! ?@! T?95<5H89! H45<5H5;AR! "7! <12! C?4>;! ?@! <12!






012! =B4?T287! I?B4<! ?@!ZBA87! G561<;! H?7H9B>2>! 57! ?72! ?@! 5<;! 987>A84M! S4<5H92! .*!
judgments,  that  “[F]reedom  of  political  debate  is  at  the  very  core  of  the  concept  of  a  
democratic  society.”..*!S;!5<!298D?48<2>!57!8!A?42!42H27<!bB>6A27<U!
!




S99?C576! D4?8>! 42;<45H<5?7;! ?7! T?95<5H89! ;T22H1! 57! 57>5J5>B89! H8;2;! C?B9>!




;BT245?4! H?B4<;! 8t   the   national   level.   Spain’s   Constitutional   Court,   for   example,  
B7>249572>!<12!5AT?4<87H2!?@!@422>?A!?@!T?95<5H89!2LT42;;5?7U!
!
“Article  20  of   the  Constitution  [on  freedom  of  expression]   ...  guarantees   the  
A857<2787H2! ?@! @422! T?95<5H89! H?AAB75H8<5?7K! C5<1?B<! C15H1! ?<124! 4561<;!






“True   democracy   can   only   thrive   in   a   free   clearing)1?B;2! ?@! H?AT2<576!
5>2?9?652;!87>!T159?;?T152;! )!T?95<5H89K!2H?7?A5H!87>!;?H589! )!87>! 57! <15;! <12!
T42;;!18;!87!5AT?4<87<!4?92!<?!T98ER!012!>8E!<15;!H9284576)1?B;2!H9?;2;!>?C7!













“Freedom  of  speech  and  expression  consists  primarily  not  only  in  the  liberty  of  the  
H5<5c27!<?!;T28M!87>!C45<2!C18<!12!H1??;2;K!DB<!57!<12!95D24<E!?@!<12!TBD95H!<?!1284!
87>! 428>! C18<! 5<! 722>;! RRRR! 012! D8;5H! 8;;BAT<5?7! 57! 8! >2A?H48<5H! T?95<E! 5;! <18<!
6?J247A27<! ;1899! D2! D8;2>! ?7! <12! H?7;27<! ?@! <12! 6?J2472>R! 012! H?7;27<! ?@! <12!
6?J2472>! 5AT952;! 7?<! ?79E! <18<! H?7;27<! ;1899! D2! @422! DB<! 89;?! <18<! 5<! ;1899! D2!
64?B7>2>! ?7! 8>2aB8<2! 57@?4A8<5?7! 87>! >5;HB;;5?7! 85>2>! DE! <12! C5>2;<! T?;;5D92!
>5;;2A578<5?7!?@!57@?4A8<5?7!@4?A!>5J24;2!87>!87<86?75;<5H!;?B4H2;!jRRRkR01242!AB;<!
D2! B7<48AA292>! TBD95H8<5?7! ?@! 72C;! 87>! J52C;! 87>! ?@! <12! ?T575?7;! ?@! T?95<5H89!
T84<52;! C15H1! 842! H45<5H89! ?@! <12! 8H<5?7;! ?@! 6?J247A27<! 87>! 2LT?;2! 5<;! C28M72;;R!





012! Z561! I?B4<! ?@! SB;<48958! 18;! 4B92>! <18<! <12! SB;<489587! I?7;<5<B<5?7! 6B8487<22;!
@422>?A!?@!T?95<5H89!H?AAB75H8<5?7K!2J27!<1?B61!5<!>?2;!7?<!57H9B>2!87!2LT95H5<!D599!?@!
4561<;!T4?<2H<576!@422>?A!?@!2LT42;;5?7R!012!6B8487<22!?@!42T42;27<8<5J2!6?J247A27<!
5AT95H5<9E! T4?<2H<;! T?95<5H89! ;T22H1! D2H8B;2! ?@! <12! H?7H2T<! ?@! <12! 8HH?B7<8D595<E! ?@!
292H<2>!42T42;27<8<5J2;U!
!
“Indispensable   to   that   accountability   and   that   responsibility   5;! @422>?A! ?@!
H?AAB75H8<5?7K! 8<! 928;<! 57! 4298<5?7! <?! TBD95H! 8@@854;! 87>! T?95<5H89! >5;HB;;5?7!
jRRRk! :422>?A! ?@! H?AAB75H8<5?7! 57! 4298<5?7! <?! TBD95H! 8@@854;! 87>! T?95<5H89!
>5;HB;;5?7! H877?<! D2! H?7@572>! <?! H?AAB75H8<5?7;! D2<C227! 292H<2>!
42T42;27<8<5J2;!87>!H87>5>8<2;!@?4!292H<5?7!?7!<12!?72!187>!87>!<12!292H<?48<2!
?7! <12! ?<124R! 012! 2@@5H8HE! ?@! 42T42;27<8<5J2! 6?J247A27<! >2T27>;! 89;?! BT?7!
@422! H?AAB75H8<5?7!?7!;BH1! A8<<24;!D2<C227! 899! T24;?7;K!64?BT;! 87>!?<124!




“Freedom   of   speech   is,   no   doubt,   the   very   foundation   of   every   democratic  
;?H52<EK!@?4!C5<1?B<!@422!>5;HB;;5?7K!T84<5HB9849E!?7!T?95<5H89!5;;B2;K!7?!TBD95H!
2>BH8<5?7! ?4! 279561<27A27<K! ;?! 2;;27<589! @?4! <12! T4?T24! @B7H<5?7576! 87>!
execution  of  the  processes  of  responsible  government,  is  possible.”..]!
!
01242! 842! ;2J2489! 5AT95H8<5?7;! ?@! <12! T84<5HB984! T4?<2H<5?7! 8<<8H12>! <?! T?95<5H89!
;T22H1U!
!
 O?95<5H89! @56B42;! AB;<! D2! 2;T2H5899E! 428>E! <?! <?9248<2! H45<5H5;A!–! 48<124! <187!
<12!15;<?45H!;5<B8<5?7!?@!18J576!6428<24!T4?<2H<5?7f!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
../! #BT42A2! I?B4<! ?@! #45! Q87M8K! \! e*3&)%! P&+&+-! k! g+3! Q#! ",,*+.&6`L&.&+-@K! STTR! %?;R! .*').*&V(]K!
^B>6A27<!?@!-,!P8E!.&('!d.&('eR!













G265?789! 1BA87! 4561<;! H?B4<;! 18J2! 57H428;5769E! 846B2>! <18<! TBD95H! ?@@5H589;! ;1?B9>!
27b?E!@&33!T4?<2H<5?7!@4?A!H45<5H5;A!<187!?<124;R!S;!<12!S@45H87!I?B4<!?7!ZBA87!87>!
Peoples’  Rights  (the  “ACtHPR”)observe>U!
!
“[F]reedom   of   expression   in   a   democratic   society  must   be   the   subject   of   a  
92;;24! >26422! ?@! 57<24@2427H2! C127! 5<! ?HHB4;! 57! <12! H?7<2L<! ?@! TBD95H! >2D8<2!
4298<576! <?! TBD95H! @56B42;R! I?7;2aB27<9EK! 8;! ;<8<2>! DE! <12! jS@45H87k!
I?AA5;;5?7! j?7! ZBA87! 87>! O2?T92;’   Rights],   ‘people   who   assume   highly  
J5;5D92! TBD95H! 4?92;! AB;<! 72H2;;8459E! @8H2! 8! 156124! >26422! ?@! H45<5H5;A! <187!




“Freedom  of  the  press  affords  the  public  one  ?@!<12!D2;<!A287;!?@!>5;H?J24576!
87>! @?4A576!87!?T575?7!?@! <12! 5>28;!87>!8<<5<B>2;!?@!T?95<5H89! 928>24;R!P?42!
62724899EK! @422>?A! ?@! T?95<5H89! >2D8<2! 5;! 8<! <12! J24E! H?42! ?@! <12! H?7H2T<! ?@! 8!
>2A?H48<5H! ;?H52<E! RRR! R! 012! 95A5<;! ?@! 8HH2T<8D92! H45<5H5;A! 842K! 8HH?4>5769EK!
C5>24! 8;! 42684>;! 8! T?95<5H587! 8;! ;BH1! <187! 8;! 42684>;! 8! T45J8<2! 57>5J5>B89R!
N795M2! <12! 98<<24K! <12! @?4A24! 572J5<8D9E! 87>! M7?C5769E! 98E;! 15A;29@! ?T27! <?!





B;2! <1254! ?@@5H2! <?! T4?;2HB<2! H45<5H;! B7>24! 78<5?789! ;2HB45<E! 98C;R! 01242! A8E! D2!
harsher  penalties  for  those  who  are  found  to  “insult”  public  officials.!
!






 012! T?95<5H587! >295D248<29E! TB<;! 15A;29@! 57! <15;! T?;5<5?7! 87>! AB;<! 127H2! D2!
A?42!<?92487<!?@!H45<5H5;AR!
!
012! %5624587! :2>2489! I?B4<! ?@! STT289! 18;! >5;<576B5;12>! D2<C227! 87! ?B<A?>2>!






H?7<2AT?484E! T?95<5H587! C1?! 5;! 426B9849E! ;BDb2H<2>! <?! 8! T4?H2;;! ?@! >2A?H48<5H!
8HH?B7<8D595<EU!
!
“The  whole  idea  of  sedition  is  the  protection  of  the  pers?7!?@!<12!;?J242567!jRRRk!
012! T42;27<! O42;5>27<! 5;! 8! T?95<5H587! 87>! C8;! 292H<2>! 8@<24! H87J8;;576! @?4!
B75J24;89! J?<2;!?@! <12! 292H<?48<2f! ;?! 5;! <12! T42;27<! #<8<2! Y?J247?4R! 012E! 842!
7?<! C284576! H?7;<5<B<5?789! T4?<2H<5J2! H9?8M;! ?@! <1254! T42>2H2;;?4;! 57! .&]+!
I?7;<5<B<5?7!RRR!01242!5;!7?!D87!57!<12!I?7;<5<B<5?7!.&'&!86857;<!TBD95H8<5?7!?@!




“The   [politician]   inevitably   and   knowingly   lays   himself   open   to   close  
;H4B<57E!?@!15;!2J24E!C?4>!87>!>22>!DE!D?<1!b?B47895;<;!87>!<12!TBD95H!8<!
98462K!87>!12!AB;<!>5;T98E!8!6428<24!>26422!?@!<?92487H2K!2;T2H5899E!C127!













012! bB>6A27<! H45<5H5c2>! <12! 7?<5?7! <18<! >2@27>87<;! 57! >2@8A8<5?7! H8;2;! ;1?B9>! D2!
42aB542>!<?!T4?J2!<12!<4B<1!?@!<1254!;<8<2A27<;!8D?B<!TBD95H!?@@5H589;U!!
!







"7!8!98<24!H8;2K!<12!#BT42A2!I?B4<!2L<27>2>!<12!DE@@'Q-.!rule  to  apply  to  all  “public  
















Is   it   really   true   that   all   public   figures   have   “voluntarily   exposed  
themselves”  to  defamatory  falsehoods?  If  your  chosen  profession  is  to  be  





012! DE@@'Q-.! 428;?7576! 8D?B<! 6428<24! 98<5<B>2! 57! H45<5H5c576! TBD95H! @56B42;! 18;! D227!
57@9B27<589! 57! 98<24! bB>6A27<;! 57! >2@8A8<5?7! H8;2;K! 7?<! ?79E! 57! H?AA?7! 98C!
bB45;>5H<5?7;!;BH1!8;!=76987>K!"7>58!87>!#?B<1!S@45H8K!DB<!89;?!57!<12!O1595TT572;!87>!








“The  limits  of  permissible  criticism  are  wide4!C5<1!42684>!<?!<12!Y?J247A27<!
<187! 57! 4298<5?7! <?! 8! T45J8<2! H5<5c27K! ?4! 2J27! 8! T?95<5H587R! "7! 8! >2A?H48<5H!
;E;<2A! <12! 8H<5?7;! ?4! ?A5;;5?7;! ?@! <12! Y?J247A27<! AB;<! D2! ;BDb2H<! <?! <12!
H9?;2!;H4B<57E!7?<!?79E!?@!<12!9265;98<5J2!87>!bB>5H589!8B<1?45<52;!DB<!89;?!?@!<12!
T42;;! 87>! TBD95H! ?T575?7R! :B4<124A?42K! <12! >?A5787<! T?;5<5?7! C15H1! <12!
Y?J247A27<!?HHBT52;!A8M2;!5<!72H2;;84E!@?4!5<!<?!>5;T98E!42;<4857<!57!42;?4<576!
<?! H45A5789! T4?H22>576;K! T84<5HB9849E! C1242! ?<124! A287;! 842! 8J8598D92! @?4!
42T9E576! <?! <12! B7bB;<5@52>! 8<<8HM;! 87>! H45<5H5;A;! ?@! 5<;! 8>J24;8452;! ?4! <12!
media.”.-/!!
!
Although   the   ECtHR   has   not   taken   this   step,   the   reasonable   position   is   that   “the  







“It   is   of   the   highest   public   importance! <18<! 8! >2A?H48<5H899E! 292H<2>!
6?J247A27<89! D?>EK! ?4! 57>22>! 87E! 6?J247A27<89! D?>EK! ;1?B9>! D2! ?T27! <?!
B75715D5<2>!TBD95H!H45<5H5;AR!012!<1428<!?@!8!H5J59!8H<5?7!@?4!>2@8A8<5?7!AB;<!
inevitably   have   an   inhibiting   effect   on   freedom  of   speech….  What   has   been  
>2scribed  as  “the  chilling  effect”  induced  by  the  threat  of  civil  actions  for  libel  












“The  normal  means  by  which   the  Crown  protects   itself  against  attacks  upon  
5<;!A87862A27<!?@!<12!H?B7<4Ei;!8@@854;!5;!T?95<5H89!8H<5?7K!7?<!95<568<5?7K!87>!5<!
C?B9>K! "! <157MK! D2! B7@?4<B78<2! 5@! <18<! T48H<5H2! C242! 89<242>R! jRRRk! "! 18J2! 7?!
>?BD<!<18<!5<!C?B9>!57J?9J2!8!;245?B;!57<24@2427H2!C5<1!<12!@422!2LT42;;5?7!?@!
?T575?7! 15<124<?! 27b?E2>! 57! <15;! H?B7<4E! 5@! <12! C289<1! ?@! <12! #<8<2K! >245J2>!
@4?A! <12! #<8<2i;! ;BDb2H<;K! H?B9>! D2! B;2>! <?! 98B7H1! 86857;<! <1?;2! ;BDb2H<;!
8H<5?7;! @?4! >2@8A8<5?7! D2H8B;2! <12E! 18J2K! @89;29E! 87>! B7@8549E! 5<! A8E! D2K!
criticised  or  condemned  the  management  of  the  country.”.-'!
!
012!=I<ZG!18;!8>A5<<2>!<12!T?;;5D595<E!?@!H?4T?48<2!D?>52;!;B576!@?4!>2@8A8<5?7R!"7!
e&+E3-@&(! Q#! "E3,+'-K! <C?! 8;;?H58<5?7;! ;B2>! 8! 9?H89! 6?J247A27<! H?B7H599?4! @?4!
defamation  for  describing  them  as  “sects.”  However,  the  Court  found  that  there  had  
D227!8!J5?98<5on  of  the  councillor’s  rights  under  Article  10:!
!
“In   the   present   case   the   Court   observes   that   the   IPM   and   the   VPM   were  
8;;?H58<5?7;! 8H<5J2! 57! 8! @529>! ?@! TBD95H! H?7H247K! 78A29E! >4B6! T?95HER! 012E!
T84<5H5T8<2>! 57! TBD95H! >5;HB;;5?7;! ?7! <15;! A8<<24! 87>K! 8;! <12! Y?J247A27<!
H?7H2>2>K!H??T248<2>!C5<1!8!T?95<5H89!T84<ER!#57H2!<12!8;;?H58<5?7;!C242!8H<5J2!
57! <15;! A87724! 57! <12! TBD95H! >?A857K! <12E! ?B61<! <?! 18J2! ;1?C7! 8! 156124!
>26422!?@!<?92487H2!<?!H45<5H5;A!C127!?TT?727<;!H?7;5>242>!<1254!85A;!8;!C299!
8;!<?!<12!A287;!employed  in  that  debate.”.-(!
!








"7! A87E! bB45;>5H<5?7;K! DE! H?7<48;<K! T45J8<2! H?4T?48<5?7;! 842! 8D92! <?! ;B2! @?4!
defamation.   However,   there   is   a   trend   away   from   this.   Under   Australia’s   Uniform  
F2@8A8<5?7! Q8C;! ?@! -**]! –! C15H1! H?7;?95>8<2>! <12! T42)2L5;<576! J8452<E! ?@! 98C;!
8H4?;;!<12!>5@@2427<!@2>2489!#<8<2;!–!7?!H?4T?48<5?7;!C5<1!.*!?4!A?42!2AT9?E22;!A8E!





















In   the   famous   “McLibel”   case,   the   fast   food   company  McDonald’s   sued   two  British  
environmental  activists  for  libel,  for  circulating  a  pamphlet  criticizing  the  company’s  




PHF?789>;!C?7K!87>!<12!8H<5J5;<;! <??M!<1254!H8;2! <?! <12!=I<ZGR!012!I?B4<! @?B7>!8!
J5?98<5?7!?@!S4<5H92!.*!D2H8B;2!?@!8!98HM!?@!T4?H2>B489!@85472;;!87>!87!2LH2;;5J2!8C84>!
of  damages.  There  was  no  “equality  of  arms”  between  the  parties..+.!
!













<?92487<! ?@! 6428<24!H45<5H5;A! <187! 87! ?4>5784E! T24;?7e`! 34! 5;!12! 78<5?789! ;EAD?9!?4!




64?BT! 57H9B>576! <12! O42;5>27<K! %5H?98;! #84M?cEK! 8TT4?8H12>R! 012! T98H84>! 428>K!




=?7! C8;! H18462>! 87>! H?7J5H<2>! B7>24! <12! .((.! 98C! 87>! 8! ;B;T27>2>! @572! C8;!
5AT?;2>R!S@<24!8TT289576!B7;BHH2;;@B99E!<14?B61!<12!78<5?789!H?B4<;K!<12!H8;2!C27<!<?!
the  ECtHR,  which  found  in  Eon’s  favour:!
!
“The  Court   considers   that   criminal  penalties   for  conduct   such  as   that  of   <12!
8TT95H87<! 57! <12! T42;27<! H8;2! 842! 95M29E! <?! 18J2! 8! H1599576! 2@@2H<! ?7! ;8<545H89!















“[The  offence]confer[s]  a  special  legal  status  on  heads  of  State,  shielding  them  
@4?A! H45<5H5;A! ;?929E! ?7! 8HH?B7<! ?@! <1254! @B7H<5?7! ?4! ;<8<B;K! 5442;T2H<5J2! ?@!
C12<124!<12!H45<5H5;A!5;!C84487<2>R!018<K!57!5<;!J52CK!8A?B7<;!<?!H?7@244576!?7!
@?42567! 128>;! ?@! #<8<2! 8! ;T2H589! T45J59262! <18<! H877?<! D2! 42H?7H592>! C5<1!
A?>247! T48H<5H2! 87>! T?95<5H89! H?7H2T<5?7;R! _18<2J24! <12! ?DJ5?B;! 57<242;<!
C15H1!2J24E!#<8<2!18;!57!A857<857576!@4527>9E!4298<5?7;!D8;2>!?7!<4B;<!C5<1!<12!
928>24;! ?@! ?<124! #<8<2;K! ;BH1! 8! T45J59262! 2LH22>;! C18<! 5;! 72H2;;84E! @?4! <18<!
objective  to  be  attained.”.++!
!
"7!8!T84<5899E!>5;;27<576!bB>6A27<!57!<12!I*.!H8;2K!^B>62!O?C24):?4>2!@4?A!"42987>!
846B2>! <18<! 8! ;5A5984! 428;?7576! ;1?B9>! 18J2! D227! 8TT952>R! 012! I?B4<! >5>! 7?<! >48C!
BT?7!<12!428;?7576!57!9*@*(?-.'!D2H8B;2!<18<!H8;2!57J?9J2>!T42;;!@422>?AK!C12428;!




"7!87?<124!H8;2! 57J?9J576! <12! 57;B9<!?@!8!128>!?@!#<8<2K! <12!=I<ZG!C8;!J24E! @54A!57!
4B9576! <18<!8!#<8<2!18>!J5?98<2>!S4<5H92! .*R!012!H8;2!?@! g,&A'!\*.1+-A*.!C8;! @4?A!
#T857K! C1242! <12! 128>! ?@! #<8<2K! <12! A?784H1K! 5;! 7?<! 8! T?95<5H587! DB<! T98E;! 8!
H?7;<5<B<5?7899E! 72B<489! 4?92R.+,! "7! <15;! H8;2K! P?7>486?7K! 8! $8;aB2! 78<5?7895;<!
T?95<5H587K!18>!D227!H18462>!C5<1!57;B9<576!g576!^B87!I849?;K!C127!12!5>27<5@52>!15A!
8;! <12! 128>! ?@! 8! #<8<2! <18<! <?4<B42>! $8;aB2! 78<5?7895;<;! 87>! 68J2! 5AAB75<E! <?!
<?4<B424;R!S9<1?B61!12!C8;!8HaB5<<2>!DE!8!$8;aB2!H?B4<K!8!156124!H?B4<!H?7J5H<2>!15A!
and   sentenced   him   to   a   year’s   imprisonment,   also   removing   his   right   to   stand   for  
292H<5?7R!
!
012! =I<ZGK! 57! 8! ;<4?769E! C?4>2>! bB>6A27<K! 2H1?2>! 5<;! 428;?7576! 57! 87! 2849524!
0B4M5;1!H8;2!dP-T1&('+@'e.+]!87>!@?B7>!57!@8J?B4!?@!3<265!P?7>486?7U!
!













@4?A! T24;?7;! C1?! H18992762! 57! 8! 9265<5A8<2! A87724! <12! H?7;<5<B<5?789!
;<4BH<B42;!?@! <12!#<8<2K! 57H9B>576!<12!A?784H1E!jRRRk! <12! @8H<! <18<! <12!g576! 5;!
“not   liable”   under   the   Spanish   Con;<5<B<5?7K! T84<5HB9849E! C5<1! 42684>! <?!
H45A5789! 98CK! ;1?B9>! 7?<! 57! 5<;29@! 8H<! 8;! 8! D84! <?! @422! >2D8<2! H?7H247576!
T?;;5D92! 57;<5<B<5?789! ?4! 2J27! ;EAD?95H! 42;T?7;5D595<E! ?7! 15;! T84<! 57! 15;!








>?HBA27<;! @4?A! <12! T8;<K! C127! <12! H?B7<4E! C8;! B7>24! >5H<8<?4589! 4B92R! 012!
>?HBA27<;! 8TT2842>! <?! ;1?C! <18<! <12! bB>62! 18>! T4?;2HB<2>! ?TT?;5<5?7! T?95<5H89!
T45;?724;K!;2HB4576!<12!>28<1!T2789<E!57!8!7BAD24!?@!H8;2;R!!
!














012! H8;2! H?7H2472>! 87! "H2987>5H! C45<24! 78A2>! 01?46254! 01?46254;?7K! C1?! 18>!
C45<<27! T42;;! 84<5H92;! 8D?B<! <12! 5;;B2! ?@! T?95H2! D4B<895<E! <?C84>;! ;B;T2H<;R! Z2! C8;!
H?7J5H<2>! 57! <12! 78<5?789! H?B4<;! ?7! H18462;! ?@! >2@8A576! A2AD24;! ?@! <12! G2EMb8J5M!
police  force.  When  the  case  came  to  the  ECtHR,  the  Icelandic  government’s  lawyers  
846B2>K! 8A?76! ?<124! <1576;K! <18<! <15;! H8;2! C8;! >5;<57H<! @4?A! 2849524! =I<ZG! H8;2;!
d;BH1! 8;! U'.A&.3! Q#! "E3,+'-eK! D2H8B;2! 5<! >5>! 7?<! 27<859! )*@','/-@! ;T22H1K! C15H1! <12!
I?B4<!18>!@?B7>!<?!D2!;T2H5899E!T4?<2H<2>R!
!
012!I?B4<!C8;!7?<!T24;B8>2>!DE!<15;!846BA27<!87>!B;2>! 5<;! bB>6A27<! <?!>2J29?T!8!
72C!>?H<4572K!C15H1!18;!D227!42@2442>!<?!57!8!7BAD24!?@!;BD;2aB27<!H8;2;R!"<!<89M2>!




“Whilst   the   press   must   not   overstep   the   bounds   set,   '.,&+! -@'-,   for   “the  








vital  role  of  “public  watchdog”  [...]”.+(!
!
"7!87?<124!H8;2K!89A?;<!H?7<2AT?484E!C5<1! $%*+A&'+3*.K! <12!I?B4<!C8;! 42aB542>!<?!
T4?7?B7H2! ?7! 8! H8;2! 57J?9J576! 8! T42;;! 2LT?;h! ?@! 899262>! H4B29<E! 57! %?4C26587! ;289!
1B7<576R!012!42T?4<K!57!<12!72C;T8T24!4@-1&,!$+*(3*K!42952>!128J59E!?7!8!928M2>!87>!
B7TBD95;12>! ?@@5H589! 42T?4<K! C45<<27! DE! b?B47895;<! 3>>! Q57>D246R! 012! T8T24! 87>! 5<;!
2>5<?4! C242! ;B2>! @?4! >2@8A8<5?7! DE!A2AD24;! ?@! <12! H42C! ?@! 8! ;289576!J2;;29! C1?;2!
T48H<5H2;! C242! >2;H45D2>! 57! <12! Q57>D246! 42T?4<R! 012! I?B4<! H?7H9B>2>! 57! 8! J24E!
;5A5984!<?72!<?!5<;!$%*+A&'+3*.!bB>6A27<U!
!
“Having  regard  to  the  various  factors  limiting  the  likely  harm  to  the  individual  
seal   hunter’s   reputation   and   to   the   situation   as   it   presented   its29@! <?! 4@-1&,!
$+*(3*! 8<! <12! 4292J87<! <5A2K! <12! I?B4<! H?7;5>24;! <18<! <12! T8T24! H?B9>!
428;?78D9E! 429E! ?7! <12! ?@@5H589! Q57>D246! 42T?4<K! C5<1?B<! D2576! 42aB542>! <?!
H844E!?B<! 5<;!?C7!42;284H1! 57<?! <12!8HHB48HE!?@! <12! @8H<;!42T?4<2>R! "<!;22;!7?!
428;?7!<?!>?BD<!<1at  the  newspaper  acted  in  good  faith  in  this  respect.”.+&!
!
37!<12!TBD95H8<5?7!?@!899268<5?7;!42684>2>!8;!>8A86576!<12!42TB<8<5?7!?@!;?A2!H42C!
members,   the   Court’s   reasoning   hinged   (as   usual   in   these   cases)   on   whether   the  
95A5<8<5?7;! ?7! @422>?A! ?@! 2LT42;;5?7! 42;B9<576! @4?A! <12! >2@8A8<5?7! H8;2;! C242!
“necessary   in   a   democratic   society.”   In  doing   so,   it   took   into   account   the   immense  




;<8<2A27<;! 57! aB2;<5?7! C242! A8>2R! 01B;K! <12! H?7<27<;! ?@! <12! 5ATB672>!





State  or  any  sector  of  the  population[…].”./*!
!
!j"k<! 8TT284;! <18<! <12! <14B;<! ?@! <12! 5ATB672>! 84<5H92;! C8;! 7?<! T45A8459E! <?!
8HHB;2! H24<857! 57>5J5>B89;! ?@! H?AA5<<576! ?@@27H2;! 86857;<! <12! ;289! 1B7<576!
regulations  or  of  cruelty  to  animals….  012!5ATB672>!84<5H92;!C242!T84<!?@!87!
?76?576! >2D8<2! ?@! 2J5>27<! H?7H247! <?! <12! 9?H89K! 78<5?789! 87>! 57<2478<5?789!












37!<12!@8H<;!?@!<12!T42;27<!H8;2K!<12!I?B4<!H877?<!@5nd  that  the  crew  members’  
B7>?BD<2>! 57<242;<! 57! T4?<2H<576! <1254! 42TB<8<5?7! C8;! ;B@@5H527<! <?! ?B<C2561!
<12!J5<89!TBD95H!57<242;<!57!27;B4576!87!57@?4A2>!TBD95H!>2D8<2!?J24!8!A8<<24!
of  local  and  national  as  well  as  international  interest.”./-!
!
372!?@!<12!T84<5HB984!T?57<;!?@!57<242;<!?@!<15;!H8;2K!1?C2J24K!5;!<18<!8!A57?45<E!?@!<12!




This   notion   of   “public   interest”   in  4@-1&,! $+-(3*! 18;! 7?C! D2H?A2! C5>29E! B;2>! 57!
H8;2! 98C! ?7! @422>?A! ?@! 2LT42;;5?7R! 012! @?99?C576! bB>6A27<! ?@! <12! #?B<1! S@45H87!
#BT42A2!I?B4<!?@!STT289!84<5HB98<2;!<12!H?7H2T<!T84<5HB9849E!C299U!
!
“[W]e  must  not   forget  that   it   is  the  right,  and   indeed  a  vital   function,  of   the  
T42;;! <?! A8M2! 8J8598D92! <?! <12! H?AAB75<E! 57@?4A8<5?7! 87>! H45<5H5;A! 8D?B<!
2J24E! 8;T2H<! ?@! TBD95HK! T?95<5H89K! ;?H589! 87>! 2H?7?A5H! 8H<5J5<E! 87>! <1B;! <?!
H?7<45DB<2! <?! <12! @?4A8<5?7! ?@! TBD95H!?T575?7R! 012! T42;;! 87>! <12! 42;<! ?@! <12!
A2>58! T4?J5>2! <12! A287;! DE! C15H1! B;2@B9K! 87>! ;?A2<5A2;!J5<89! 57@?4A8<5?7!
8D?B<! <12! >859E! 8@@854;! ?@! <12! 78<5?7! 5;! H?7J2E2>! <?! 5<;! H5<5c27;—@4?A! <12!
15612;<!<?!<12!9?C2;<!487M;R!I?7J24;29EK!<12!T42;;!?@<27!D2H?A2;!<12!J?5H2!?@!
<12! T2?T92—<1254! A287;! <?! H?7J2E! <1254! H?7H247;! <?! <1254! @299?C! H5<5c27;K! <?!




“In   a   democratic   society,   then,   the   mass   media   play   a   role   o@! B7>2758D92!
5AT?4<87H2R!012E!D284!87!?D9568<5?7!<?!T4?J5>2!H5<5c27;!D?<1!C5<1!57@?4A8<5?7!
87>! C5<1! 8! T98<@?4A! @?4! <12! 2LH18762! ?@! 5>28;! C15H1! 5;! H4BH589! <?! <12!
>2J29?TA27<!?@!8!>2A?H48<5H!HB9<B42R!S;!T45A84E!8627<;!?@!<12!>5;;2A578<5?7!
?@!57@?4A8<5?7!87>!5>28;K!<12E!842K!572J5<8D9EK!2L<42A29E!T?C24@B9!57;<5<B<5?7;!
57! 8! >2A?H48HE! 87>! <12E! 18J2! 8! H?7;<5<B<5?789! >B<E! <?! 8H<! C5<1! J56?B4K!
H?B4862K! 57<2645<E! 87>! 42;T?7;5D595<ER! 012! A87724! 57! C15H1! <12! A2>58! H844E!
?B<! <1254! H?7;<5<B<5?789! A87>8<2! C599! 18J2! 8! ;5675@5H87<! 5AT8H<! ?7! <12!
>2J29?TA27<! ?@! ?B4! >2A?H48<5H! ;?H52<ER! "@! <12! A2>58! 842! ;H4BTB9?B;! 87>!
42958D92! 57! <12! T24@?4A87H2! ?@! <1254! H?7;<5<B<5?789! ?D9568<5?7;K! <12E! C599!
57J56?48<2! 87>! ;<4276<127! ?B4! @92>69576! >2A?H48HER! "@! <12E! J8H5998<2! 57! <12!
T24@?4A87H2! ?@! <1254! >B<52;K! <12! H?7;<5<B<5?789! 6?89;! C599! D2! 5AT24592>R! 012!
I?7;<5<B<5?7!<1B;!8;;24<;!87>!T4?<2H<;!<12!A2>58!57!<12!T24@?4A87H2!?@!<1254!















What  is  the  “public  interest”?  How  does  it  differ!@4?A!C18<!57<242;<;!<12!TBD95H`!Z?C!









<12! 9265;98<B42K!87>!B;B899E! 57!?<124!;5A5984!D?>52;! d;BH1!8;!4265?789!T84958A27<;!?4!
9?H89! 6?J247A27<! H?B7H59;eR! 012! TB4T?;2K! H92849EK! 5;! <?! T4?<2H<! @422>?A! ?@! T?95<5H89!
>2D8<2R!
!
015;! T45J59262! 2L<27>;! <?! 42T?4<576! ?@! C18<! 5;! ;85>! 57! T84958A27<! d?4! ?<124! D?>52;!




012! =I<ZG! 18;! 62724899E! D227! J24E! @54A! 57! BT1?9>576! <12! T457H5T92! ?@! T45J59262! 57!
>2@8A8<5?7! H8;2;R! "7! ?72! H8;2! @4?A! <12! N75<2>! g576>?AK! 8! A2AD24! ?@! T84958A27<!
18>!A8>2!8!;2452;!?@!42T28<2>!;<8<2A27<;!<18<!C242!15619E!H45<5H89!?@!?72!?@!15;!?C7!
H?7;<5<B27<;R! 012! A2AD24! ?@! T84958A27<! 68J2! D?<1! <12! 78A2! 87>! 8>>42;;! ?@! <12!
H?7;<5<B27<K!@?99?C576!C15H1!;12!C8;!;BDb2H<!<?!18<2!A859K!8;!C299!8;!2L<42A29E!H45<5H89!
A2>58! H?J24862R! 012! I?B4<! 42@B;2>! <?! @57>! <18<! 124! 4561<;! B7>24! S4<5H92! ]d.e!–! <12!
4561<! <?! 18J2! 8! H5J59! H985A! 8>bB>5H8<2>! DE! 8! bB>62! )! 18>! D227! J5?98<2>K! ;57H2! <12!
protection  of  parliamentary  privilege  was  “necessary  in  a  democratic  society.”./]!012!
I?B4<!89;?!;<8<2>!<12!@?99?C576U!!
!
“In   light   of   the! 8D?J2K! <12! I?B4<! D2952J2;! <18<! 8! 4B92! ?@! T84958A27<84E!
5AAB75<EK! C15H1! 5;! H?7;5;<27<! C5<1! 87>! 42@92H<;! 62724899E! 42H?675;2>! 4B92;!
C5<157! ;5678<?4E! #<8<2;K! <12! I?B7H59! ?@! =B4?T2! 87>! <12! =B4?T287! N75?7K!
H877?<!57!T457H5T92!D2!42684>2>!8;!5AT?;576!8!>5;T4?T?4<5?78<2!42;<45H<5?7!?7!






“In   this   respect   the   Court   recalls   that   while   freedom   of   expression   is  
5AT?4<87<!@?4!2J24ED?>EK!5<!5;!2;T2H5899E!;?!@?4!87!292H<2>!42T42;27<8<5J2!?@!<12!
T2?T92R! Z2! ?4! ;12! 42T42;27<;! <12! 292H<?48<2K! >48C;! 8<<27<5?7! <?! <1254!






<12! @422>?A! ?@! 2LT42;;5?7! ?@! 87! ?TT?;5<5?7! A2AD24! ?@! T84958A27<K! 95M2! <12!












012! 98C! ?@! >2@8A8<5?7! >8<2;! D8HM! <?! <12! G?A87! =AT542R! 012! ?@@27H2! ?@! @'?&@@'3!
0-(*3'3!C8;!;?A2<5A2;!TB75;18D92!DE!>28<1R!_1592!<12!T2789<52;!87>!H?;<;!8<<8H12>!













"7! <24A;! ?@! A?>247! 1BA87! 4561<;! 98CK! >2@8A8<5?7! H87! D2! B7>24;<??>! 57! <24A;! ?@!
Article   17   of   the   ICCPR   as   the   protection   against   “unlawful   attacks”   on   a   person’s  
“honour   and   reputation”.   Article   11   of   the   ACHR   also   protects   against   “B798C@B9!
attacks   on   his   honor   or   reputation”,   although   725<124! <12! =B4?T287! 7?4! S@45H87!
4265?789!57;<4BA27<;!A27<5?7;!<15;R!
!













sedition   (“seditious   libel”   in   the   common   law),   which   penalizes   speech   and   other  
2LT42;;5?7! <18<! 5;! H45<5H89! ?@! 6?J247A27<! ?4! <12! #<8<2R! X2<! 57H428;5769EK! <12! C1?92!
7?<5?7!?@!H45A5789!>2@8A8<5?7!5;!;227!8;!87<5aB8<2>!87>!878H14?75;<5HR!
!
012! N%! #T2H589! G8TT?4<2B4! ?7! <12! O4?A?<5?7! 87>! O4?<2H<5?7! ?@! <12! G561<! <?!
:422>?A!?@!3T575?7!87>!=LT42;;5?7!5;!8A?76!8!7BAD24!?@!57<2478<5?789!87>!4265?789!
bodies  that  have  been  arguing  that  “criminal  defamation  laws  should  be  repealed  in  





reputations…”R.,*!Further,  “[c]riminal  defamation  laws  represent  a  potenti899E!;245?B;!
<1428<!<?!@422>?A!?@!2LT42;;5?7!D2H8B;2!?@!<12!J24E!;87H<5?7;!<18<!?@<27!8HH?AT87E!
H?7J5H<5?7R!"<!C599!D2!42H8992>!<18<!8!7BAD24!?@!57<2478<5?789!D?>52;!18J2!H?7>2A72>!
<12! <1428<! ?@! HB;<?>589! ;87H<5?7;K! D?<1! ;T2H5@5H899E! @?4! >2@8A8<?4E! ;<8<2A27<;! 87>!









2@@2H<! <18<! A8E! B7>B9E! 42;<45H<! <12! 2L24H5;2! ?@! @422>?A! ?@! 2LT42;;5?7! ?@! <12!
person  concerned  and  others.”.,-!
!
01242! 842! 8! 7BAD24! ?@! J24E! ;<45H<! T4?<2H<5?7;! <18<! ;1?B9>! 8TT9E! C127! 8! H45A5789!
>2@8A8<5?7!98C!42A857;!?7!<12!;<8<B<2!D??MU!
!
 "@! >2@8A8<5?7! 5;! T84<! ?@! <12! H45A5789! 98CK! <12! H45A5789! ;<87>84>! ?@! T4??@!–!
D2E?7>!8!428;?78D92!>?BD<!–!;1?B9>!D2!@B99E!;8<5;@52>R.,+!
 I?7J5H<5?7;! @?4! H45A5789! >2@8A8<5?7! ;1?B9>! ?79E! D2! ;2HB42>! C127! <12!
899262>9E! >2@8A8<?4E! ;<8<2A27<;! 842! @89;2K! 87>! C127! <12! A27<89! 292A27<! ?@!
<12! H45A2! 5;! ;8<5;@52>K! 5R2R! C127! <12E! 842! A8>2! C5<1! <12! M7?C92>62! <18<! <12!
;<8<2A27<;!C242!@89;2!?4!C5<1!42HM92;;!>5;42684>!8;!<?!C12<124!<12E!C242!<4B2!
?4!@89;2R!
 O2789<52;! ;1?B9>! 7?<! 57H9B>2! 5AT45;?7A27<K! 7?4! ;1?B9>! <12E! 27<859! ?<124!


























;27<27H2;! @?4! >2@8A8<5?7! 57! 5<;! 98C;! 57! 8>>5<5?7! <?! <12! @8H<! <18<! 5<! C8;! 5AT?;2>! ?7!




“Every   case   of   imprisonment   of   a   media   professional   is   an   unacceptable  
157>487H2! <?! @422>?A! ?@! 2LT42;;5?7! 87>! 27<859;! <18<K! >2;T5<2! <12! @8H<! <18<! <1254!
C?4M!5;!57!<12!TBD95H!57<242;<K!b?B47895;<;!18J2!8!;C?4>!?@!F8A?H92;!1876576!?J24!
<12AR!012!C1?92!?@!;?H52<E!;B@@24;!<12!H?7;2aB27H2;!C127!b?B47895;<;!842!68662>!
by  pressure  of  this  kind[…].!
!
012!jO84958A27<84Ek!S;;2AD9E!j?@!<12!I?B7H59!?@!=B4?T2k!H?7;2aB27<9E!<8M2;!<12!














012! N75<2>! #<8<2;! #BT42A2! I?B4<! 648TT92>! C5<1! <15;! 5;;B2! 57! L-++'3*.! Q#!
U*E'3'-.-R.,&!Y8445;?7!18>!D227!H?7J5H<2>!?@!H45A5789!95D29!8@<24!H45<5H5c576!bB>62;!@?4!
8!D8HM9?6!57!H8;2;!dH8B;2>!12!;85>!DE!572@@5H527HEK!98c572;;!87>!<??!A87E!J8H8<5?7;eR!
012! I?B4<! 42b2H<2>! <12! 5>28! <18<! 8! <4B2! ;<8<2A27<! H?B9>! 2J24! D2! 95D299?B;K! C12<124!
A8>2!C5<1!A895H2!?4!7?<K!87>!<18<!2J27!8!@89;2!H45<5H5;A!?@!8!TBD95H!?@@5H589!H?B9>!?79E!






“[U]nder  our  Constitution,  there  is  absolutely  no  place  in  this  country  for  the  
old,  discredited  English  Star  Chamber  law  of  seditious  criminal  libel.”.]*!
!











“The   broad   definition   of   the   crime   of   defamation  might   be   contrary   to   the  
T457H5T92!?@!A575ABAK!72H2;;84EK!8TT4?T458<2K!87>!98;<!42;?4<!?4!E@,'(-!+-,'*!
57<24J27<5?7! ?@! H45A5789! 98CR! "7! 8! >2A?H48<5H! ;?H52<E! TB75<5J2! T?C24! 5;!
























Commission   on   Human   and   Peoples’   Rights! 57! <12! F2H9848<5?7! ?@! O457H5T92;! ?7!
:422>?A!?@!=LT42;;5?7!57!S@45H8U!
!
“No   one   shall   be   found   liable   for   true   statements,   opinions   or   statements  





























The  concept  of  “reputation”  is  unclear,  perhaps  dangerously  so,  given  
<18<!5<!H87!D2!B;2>!8;!<12!D8;5;!@?4!95A5<576!1BA87!4561<;R!:?4!2L8AT92K!
C18<!>?2;!5<!18J2!<?!>?!C5<1!TBD95H!T4?@592!?4!H292D45<E`!F?2;!8!TBD95H!
@56B42! 18J2! 8! 6428<24! 42TB<8<5?7! <187! 87! ?4>5784E! A2AD24! ?@! <12!
TBD95H`!";!42TB<8<5?7!H?772H<2>!C5<1!1?C!A87E!T2?T92!18J2!1284>!?@!




Perhaps   a   better   approach   is   to   tie   the   concept   of   “reputation”   to  
1BA87!>5675<ER!ZBA87!4561<;!98C!18;!8;!5<;!TB4T?;2!<12!T4?<2H<5?7!?@!





















<?! @422>?A! ?@! 2LT42;;5?7K! 87>! H?7H9B>2>! <18<! 5<! C8;! 7?<R! "7! 5<;! T98H2K! <12! I?B4<!







“[W]e  must  adopt  this  approach  by  stating  that  the  publication  in  the  press  of  
@89;2!>2@8A8<?4E!899268<5?7;!?@!@8H<!C599!7?<!D2!42684>2>!8;!B798C@B9!5@K!BT?7!8!
H?7;5>248<5?7! ?@! 899! <12! H54HBA;<87H2;! ?@! <12! H8;2K! 5<! 5;! @?B7>! <?! 18J2! D227!






“In  considering  the  reasonableness  of  the  publication  account  must  obviously  
D2! <8M27! ?@! <12! 78<B42K! 2L<27<! 87>! <?72! ?@! <12! 899268<5?7;R! _2! M7?CK! @?4!
57;<87H2K! <18<! 6428<24! 98<5<B>2! 5;! B;B899E! 899?C2>! 57! 42;T2H<! ?@! T?95<5H89!
>5;HB;;5?7K!87>!<18<! <12! <?72! 57!C15H1!8!72C;T8T24!84<5H92! 5;!C45<<27K!?4! <12!
C8E! 57! C15H1! 5<! 5;! T42;27<2>K! ;?A2<5A2;! T4?J5>2;! 8>>5<5?789K! 87>! T2418T;!
B772H2;;84EK! ;<576R! _18<! C599! 89;?! @56B42! T4?A5727<9EK! 5;! <12! 78<B42! ?@! <12!
57@?4A8<5?7! ?7! C15H1! <12! 899268<5?7;! C242! D8;2>! 87>! <12! 42958D595<E! ?@! <1254!
;?B4H2K!8;!C299!8;!<12!;<2T;! <8M27!<?!J245@E!<12! 57@?4A8<5?7R!N9<5A8<29E! <1242!
H87! D2! 7?! bB;<5@5H8<5?7! @?4! <12! TBD95H8<5?7! ?@! B7<4B<1;K! 87>! A2AD24;! ?@! <12!
T42;;!;1?B9>!7?<!D2!92@<!C5<1!<12!5AT42;;5?7!<18<!<12E!18J2!8!95H27H2!<?!9?C24!
<12! ;<87>84>;! ?@! H842! C15H1! AB;<! D2! ?D;24J2>! D2@?42! >2@8A8<?4E! A8<<24! 5;!
published  in  a  newspaper  …  I  have  mentioned  some  of  the  relevant  matters;;  
?<124;K!;BH1!8;!<12!?TT?4<B75<E!65J27!<?!<12!T24;?7!H?7H2472>!<?!42;T?7>K!87>!
<12! 722>! <?! TBD95;1! D2@?42! 2;<8D95;1576! <12! <4B<1! 57! 8! T?;5<5J2! A87724K! 89;?!
come  to  mind.  The  list  is  not  intended  to  be  exhaustive  or  definitive.”.],!
!
012! =I<ZG! ?@<27! 42@24;! <?! TBD95H! 57<242;<! 8;! 8! @8H<?4! <?! D2! C25612>! 86857;<!
42;<45H<5?7;! ?7! @422>?A! ?@! 2LT42;;5?7K! C127! 5<! H?7;5>24;! C12<124! 8! 42;<45H<5?7! 5;!
“necessary  in  a  democratic  society.”  It  often  stresses  the  importance  of  the  role  of  the  
media  as  a  “public  watchdog.”.]]!
!
012!846BA27<!5;!<18<!A2>58!@422>?A!C?B9>!D2!18AT242>!–!87>!<12!TBD95H!C8<H1>?6!
4?92! B7>24A572>! –! 5@! b?B47895;<;! 87>! 2>5<?4;! C242! 89C8E;! 42aB542>! <?! J245@E! 2J24E!
TBD95;12>! ;<8<2A27<! <?! 8! 1561! ;<87>84>! ?@! 92689! T4??@R! "<! 5;! ;B@@5H527<! <18<! 6??>!
T4?@2;;5?789! T48H<5H2! D2! 2L24H5;2>K! A287576! <18<! 428;?78D92! 2@@?4<;! C242! A8>2! <?!








“No  one  shall  be  subjected   to  arbitrary  inter@2427H2!C5<1!15;!T45J8HEK! @8A59EK!















to   protection   of   “the   rights   and   reputation”   of   others   as   a   legitimate   grounds   for  
42;<45H<576!@422>?A!?@!2LT42;;5?7R!
!
The  ECHR,  as  we  have  seen,  also  contains  a  reference  to  “reputation  and  rights”  as  a  
9265<5A8<2!64?B7>;!@?4!42;<45H<5?7;R!!
!




“The   Court   considers   that   a   person’s   reputation,   even   if   that   person   is  
H45<5H5;2>!57!<12!H?7<2L<!?@!8!TBD95H!>2D8<2K! @?4A;!T84<!?@!15;!?4!124!T24;?789!
5>27<5<E!87>!T;EH1?9?65H89!57<2645<E!87>!<1242@?42!89;?!@899;!C5<157!<12!;H?T2!?@!
his  or  her  “private  life”.  Article  8  therefore  applies.”.](!
!
P?42! 42H27<9EK! <12! I?B4<! 18;! ;9561<9E! A?>5@52>! <15;! 8TT4?8H1R! "7! "! Q#! V*+>-6K! 5<!
acknowledged  that  Article  8  did  not  “expressly”  T4?J5>2!@?4!8!4561<!<?!42TB<8<5?7R!"7!
<15;!H8;2!5<!H?7H9B>2>!<18<U!
!
“In  order  for  Article  8  to  come  into  play,  the  attack  on  personal  honour  and  
42TB<8<5?7! AB;<! 8<<857! 8! H24<857! 92J29! ?@! 648J5<E! 87>! 57! 8! A87724! H8B;576!
T42bB>5H2!<?!T24;?789!27b?EA27<!?@!<1e  right  to  respect  for  private  life.”.]&!
!
"7!_-+-T*!Q#!=E.A-+6!<12!I?B4<!B7>249572>!<15;!DE!;8E576!<18<!<12!>2@8A8<5?7!AB;<!





































@?4! 184A! H8B;2>! dM7?C7! 8;! T2HB7584E! >8A862;e! ;1?B9>! D2! D8;2>! ?7! 2J5>27H2!








F5;HB;;5?7! ;?! @84! 18;! @?HB;2>! ?7! @8H<B89! ;<8<2A27<;! <18<! A8E! D2! >2@8A8<?4ER! $B<!
C18<!8D?B<!2LT42;;5?7;!?@!?T575?7`!
!
012! =I<ZG! 18;! <8M27! 8! J24E! 4?DB;<! J52C! ?@! <15;U! 7?! ?72! H87! D2! 42;<45H<2>! @4?A!




However,   countries   with   “insult”   laws   may   penalize   these   expressions   of   opinion.  



















“[A]   careful   distinction   nee>;! <?! D2! A8>2! D2<C227! @8H<;! 87>! J89B2)
bB>62A27<;R!012!2L5;<27H2!?@!@8H<;!H87!D2!>2A?7;<48<2>K!C12428;!<12!<4B<1!?@!
J89B2)bB>62A27<;!5;!7?<!;B;H2T<5D92!?@!T4??@R!RRR!S;!42684>;!J89B2!bB>62A27<;!
<15;! 42aB542A27<! j<?! T4?J2! <1254! <4B<1k! 5;! 5AT?;;5D92! ?@! @B9@59A27<! 87>! 5<!
infringes  freedom  of  opinion  itself  [...].”.'+!
!
015;! C8;! 298D?48<2>! @B4<124! 57! <12! $%*+A&'+3*.! H8;2R! 01?46254;?7K! <12! "H2987>5H!
b?B47895;<! C1?! C4?<2! 8D?B<! T?95H2! D4B<895<EK! 18>! 7?<! 15A;29@! >?HBA27<2>! ;BH1!
57;<87H2;K!DB<!H?AA27<2>!?7!?<124!8HH?B7<;!?@!T?95H2!J5?927H2R!=J27!<1?B61!;?A2!?@!
<12!2J5>27H2!?7!C15H1!01?46254;?7!18>!D8;2>!15;!846BA27<!T4?J2>!<?!D2! 57H?442H<K!
;?A2! ?@! 5<! C8;! <4B2R! 012! @8H<! <18<! <15;! C8;! 89;?! 8! A8<<24! ?@! H?7;5>248D92! TBD95H!
H?7H247! A287<! <18<! <12! DB4>27! ?@! 2;<8D95;1576! 8! H?772H<5?7! D2<C227! 15;! J89B2!
bB>6A27<!87>!<12!B7>249E576!@8H<;!C8;!9561<R.'/!
!
So,  if  you  called  the  Minister  “corrupt,”  would  that  be  defamatory?  One  avenue  open  
<?!E?B!5;!?DJ5?B;9E!<?!T4?J2!<18<!<15;!5;!@8H<B899E!<4B2!d12!@5>>92>!15;!2LT27;2;eR!$B<!5@!
<1242!842!?<124!42T?4<;!?@!15;!2AD2cc92A27<K!E?B!H?B9>!846B2!<18<!E?B4!?T575?7!<18<!
12! 5;! H?44BT<! 5;! 8! J89B2! bB>6A27<! C5<1! 8! @8H<B89! D8;5;!–! C5<1?B<! E?B4;29@! 18J576! <?!
T4?J2!5<;!8HHB48HER!
!
012!=IZG!18;! ;T?M27!?7! <12!A8<<24! 57! <12!H8;2! 9*F*/-+E!Q#!M*(-.'-R.',!012!H8;2!
H?7H2472>! <12! b?B47895;<! I?b?H84B! C1?! C8;! H?7J5H<2>! DE! <12! 78<5?789! H?B4<;! @?4!
C45<576! 8! H45<5H89! 84<5H92! 8D?B<! <12! 9?H89! A8E?4! dGR%Re! 57H9B>576! ;<8<2A27<;! ;BH1! 8;!
“Twenty  years  of   local  dictatorship”,  “[R.N.]  at  the  peak  of  the  pyramid  of  evil”  and  
“in   Paşcani,   only   those   who   subscribe   to   [R.N.]’s   mafia)95M2! ;E;<2A! H87! ;<599! >?!
business”..']!012!=I<ZG!@?B7>!<18<U!
!
“The  degree  of  precision  required   for  establishing   the  well)@?B7>2>72;;!?@!8!
H45A5789!H18462!DE!8!H?AT2<27<!H?B4<!H87!184>9E!D2!H?AT842>!<?!<18<! C15H1!
?B61<!<?!D2!?D;24J2>!DE!8!b?B47895;<!C127!2LT42;;576!15;!?T575?7!?7!8!A8<<24!
of  public  concern  …”.''!
!
The   Court   was   hence   “satisfied   that   the   applicant,   as   a   journalist   dealing   with   a  
A8<<24! ?@! 6272489! 57<242;<K! ?@@242>! ;B@@5H527<! 2J5>27H2! 57! ;BTT?4<! ?@! 15;! ;<8<2A27<;!
















_127! Z24Jh! =?7! >2;5672>! 15;! 57;B9<576!T98H84>K! <12! T?57<!?@! 5<;! H?7<27<! C8;! 7?<! 8!
648<B5<?B;! 57;B9<! <?! <12! :427H1! O42;5>27<R! "<! C8;! 8! 42T2<5<5?7! ?@! <12! C?4>;! <18<!





57! 87! SB;<4587! 72C;T8T24! AB;2>! 57! ;8<545H89! A87724! ?7! <12! 78<5?789! 876;<!
;B44?B7>576!<1254!78<5?789!;M5!H18AT5?7K!Z24A877!P8524K!C1?!18>!D4?M27!15;!926!57!
8!<48@@5H!8HH5>27<R!012!;?92!2LH2T<5?7K!8HH?4>576!<?!<15;!84<5H92K!C8;!15;!@4527>!87>!45J89!











012! bB>6A27<! 57! <12! =I<ZG! C8;! ?72! ?@! 5<;! ;1?4<24! ?72;R! "<;! H?7H9B;5?7! H87! D2!
summarized  as  “It’s  a  joke!”:!
!
“The  article,  as  was  already  evident  fr?A!5<;!128>576;!87>!<12!H8T<5?7!72L<!<?!
P4!P8524i;!T1?<?648T1K!C8;!C45<<27!57!87!54?75H!87>!;8<545H89!;<E92!87>!A287<!
8;! 8! 1BA?4?B;! H?AA27<84ER! %2J24<1292;;K! 5<! ;?B61<! <?! A8M2! 8! H45<5H89!
H?7<45DB<5?7!<?!87!5;;B2!?@!6272489!57<242;<K!78A29E!;?H52<Ei;!8<<5<B>2!<?C84>;!
8! ;T?4<;! ;<84R! 012! I?B4<! 5;! 7?<! H?7J57H2>! DE! <12! 428;?7576! ?@! <12! >?A2;<5H!
H?B4<;!87>!<12!Y?J247A27<!<18<!<12!8J24862!428>24!C?B9>!D2!B78D92!<?!648;T!
<12! <2L<i;!;8<545H89!H1848H<24!87>K! 57!T84<5HB984K! <12!1BA?4?B;!292A27<!?@! <12!





015;! C8;! 725<124! <12! @54;<! 7?4! <12! 98;<! <5A2! <18<! 8! T9857<5@@! 57! 8! >2@8A8<5?7! 8H<5?7!
A87862>!<?!B7>24A572!15;!?C7!42TB<8<5?7R!
!












<18<! <12!TBD95H8<5?7! C8;! 57! 8! ;8<545H89! A868c572!C8;! 544292J87<R! 012! A2;;862! ?@! <12!





“No   reasonable   person   will   read   a   cartoon   with   the   same   concentration,  
H?7<2AT98<5?7! 87>! ;245?B;72;;! 8;! ?72! C?B9>! C127! 428>576! 8! C?4M! ?@!
95<248<B42R! I84<??7;! 2L866248<2K! ;8<545c2! 87>! T84?>E! 95@2K! 57H9B>576! T?95<5H89!









29;2! ;8E;`! P?;<! b?B47895;<;! ;T27>! 8! 98462! T84<! ?@! <1254! <5A2! 42T?4<576! <12! C?4>;! ?@!
?<124;! ?4K! 57! <12! H8;2! ?@! D4?8>H8;<576K! 65J576! ?<124;! 8! T98<@?4A! <?! ;T28M! <14?B61!
57<24J52C;!87>!>5;HB;;5?7;R!!
!
012! =IZG! 18;! H?7;5>242>! ;2J2489! H8;2;! 57! C15H1! 78<5?789! H?B4<;! 18J2! 129>!
b?B47895;<;!958D92!@?4!;<8<2A27<;!A8>2!DE!?<124;R!015;!5;!2J5>27H2!<18<!A87E!78<5?789!
bB45;>5H<5?7;!;<599!<27>!<?!42684>!b?B47895;<;!8;!42;T?7;5D92!@?4!42T?4<576!<12!C?4>;!?@!




radio  broadcast.  The  ECTHR  found  several  grounds  for  determining  that  Lionarikis’s  




“[R]equiring  that  journalists  distance  themselves  systematically  and  formally  
@4?A!<12!H?7<27<!?@!8! ;<8<2A27<! <18<!A561<!>2@8A2!?4!184A!8! <154>!T84<E! 5;!
7ot   reconcilable   with   the   press’s   role   of   providing   information   on   current  
events,  opinions  and  ideas.”.(/!
!
"7! ?<124! C?4>;K! 5<! ;1?B9>! D2! <8M27! 8;! 65J27! <18<! 8! b?B47895;<! 5;! 7?<! 8B<?A8<5H899E!
































 g)'.'*.]! 012! ;<8<2A27<! H?AT98572>! ?@! C8;! 7?<! 8! ;<8<2A27<! ?@! @8H<! DB<! 87!







18J2! >2@8A2>R! 015;! 4B92! A8E! 89;?! 8TT9E! <?! ?<124! 9265;98<5J2! D?>52;! 87>! ?<124!
aB8;5)bB>5H589!57;<5<B<5?7;!d;BH1!8;!1BA87!4561<;!57J2;<568<5?7;eR!
!























 018<! <12! 8H<5?7! C8;! 8! C4?76! 86857;<! <12! H985A87<! d<18<! 5<! >8A862>! 15;V124!
42TB<8<5?7eR!
!
Z?C2J24K! 57! >2@8A8<5?7! H8;2;K! <15;! DB4>27! 5;! 42J24;2>! ?7! <12! ;2H?7>! T?57<R! "@! <12!
H985A87<! H87! >2A?7;<48<2! <18<! <12! >2@27>87<! A8>2! <12! ;<8<2A27<! –! B;B899E! @8549E!













;<45M576R! _1592! <12! H?AA?7! 98C! bB45;>5H<5?7;! dN75<2>! g576>?A! 87>! <12!
I?AA?7C289<1e!@?99?C!<12!87?A89?B;!<48>5<5?7!?@!=7695;1!98CK!H5J59!98C!bB45;>5H<5?7;!













012! =I<ZG! 18;! D227! H?AT92<29E! B7T24;B8>2>! DE! 846BA27<;! <?! ;15@<! <12! DB4>27! ?@!
T4??@R! _1592! 5<! 18;! D227! 57@9B27H2>! DE! ?<124! 8;T2H<;! ?@! <12! 2J?9J576! N75<2>! #<8<2;!
bB45;T4B>27H2! ?7! >2@8A8<5?7! –! 8;! >5;HB;;2>! 8D?J2! –! 5<! 18;! 2LT95H5<9E! ;2<! 5<;! @8H2!











“[it]   considers   that   the   requirement   that   the   applicant   prove   that   the  
899268<5?7;! A8>2! 57! <12! 84<5H92! C242! ;BD;<87<5899E! <4B2! ?7! <12! D8987H2! ?@!
T4?D8D595<52;! H?7;<5<B<2>! 8! bB;<5@52>! 42;<45H<5?7! ?7! 15;! @422>?A! ?@! 2LT42;;5?7!
under  Article  10(2)  of  the  Convention…”.('!
!
012!=I<ZG!B7>249572>!<15;!T?;5<5?7!57!8!98<24!H8;2K!_-3-?*Q-!Q#!4E@A-+'-K!8TT9E576!5<!
2J27! 57! H45A5789! >2@8A8<5?7! H8;2;R! 015;! 5;! 57! H?7<48;<! <?! <12! T?;5<5?7! <8M27! DE! <12!
"SI<ZG!57!_'(&@!Q#!"+A&.,'.-K!>5;HB;;2>!8D?J2R.((!_1242!<12!<C?!4265?789!H?B4<;!842!
united,  however,  is  in  holding  “5<!T84<5HB9849E!5AT?4<87<!@?4!<12!H?B4<;!<?!2L8A572!<12!




372!428;?7!C1E!>2@8A8<5?7!;B5<;!–!C12<124!H45A5789!?4!H5J59!–! 842!;?! @2842>! 5;! <12!
5AT8H<! ?@! <12! T2789<52;! ?4! 8C84>;! ?@<27! A8>2! 86857;<! <12! A2>58! 57! ;BH1! H8;2;R!
G2@2427H2!5;!?@<27!A8>2!<?!<1e  “chilling  effect”  of  heavy  penalties  or  large  defamation  
8C84>;R!S;!<18<!T148;2!A8M2;!H9284K!<12!H?7H247!5;!7?<!?79E!@?4!<12!b?B47895;<!57J?9J2>!
57! 87E! T84<5HB984! H8;2K! DB<! 89;?! <12! >2<24427<! <18<! >2@8A8<5?7! 98C! H87! T?;2! <?!
J56?4?B;K!57aB54576!b?B47895;AR!
!








“The   circumstances   of   the! 57;<87<! H8;2!–! 8! H98;;5H! H8;2! ?@! >2@8A8<5?7! ?@! 87!
57>5J5>B89!57!<12!H?7<2L<!?@!8!>2D8<2!?7!8!A8<<24!?@!9265<5A8<2!TBD95H!57<242;<!–!
T42;27<! 7?! bB;<5@5H8<5?7! C18<;?2J24! @?4! <12! 5AT?;5<5?7! ?@! 8! T45;?7! ;27<27H2R!
#BH1!8!;87H<5?7K!DE!5<;!J24E!78<B42K!C599! 572J5<8D9E!18J2!8!H1599576!2@@2H<K!87>!
<12!@8H<!<18<!<12!8TT95H87<;!>5>!7?<!;24J2!<1254!T45;?7!;27<27H2!>?2;!7?<!89<24!
<18<! H?7H9B;5?7K! ;22576! <18<! <12! 57>5J5>B89! T84>?7;! <12E! 42H25J2>! 842!
A28;B42;! ;BDb2H<! <?! <12! >5;H42<5?784E! T?C24! ?@! <12! O42;5>27<! ?@! G?A8758f!
@B4<124A?42K!C1592!;BH1!87!8H<!?@!H92A27HE!>5;T27;2;!H?7J5H<2>!T24;?7;!@4?A!










8;! T84<! ?@! <12! ;27<27H2! @?4! <1254! H?7J5H<5?7K! T4?15D5<576! <12A! @4?A! C?4M576! 8;!
b?B47895;<;!@?4!8!E284U!
!
“[T]he  Court  reiterates  that  prior  restraints  on  the  activities  of  journalists  call  
@?4!<12!A?;<!H842@B9!;H4B<57E!?7!5<;!T84<!87>!842!bB;<5@52>!?79E!57!2LH2T<5?789!
H54HBmstances  [...]  The  Court  considers  that  […]  it  was  particularly  severe  and  
H?B9>! 7?<! 57! 87E! H54HBA;<87H2;! 18J2! D227! bB;<5@52>! DE! <12! A242! 45;M! ?@! <12!
applicants’  reoffending.”!
[…]!
012! I?B4<! H?7;5>24;! <18<! DE! T4?15D5<576! <12! 8TT95H87<;! @4?A! C?4M576! 8;!
b?B47895;<;!8;!8!T42J27<5J2!A28;B42!?@!6272489!;H?T2K!89D25<!;BDb2H<!<?!8!<5A2)
95A5<K! <12! >?A2;<5H! H?B4<;! H?7<48J272>! <12! T457H5T92! <18<! <12! T42;;! AB;<! D2!
able  to  perform  the  role  of  a  public  watchdog  in  a  democratic  society.”.&.!
!
%?! 57<2478<5?789! 1BA87! 4561<;! H?B4<! 18;! 2J24! BT129>! 8! HB;<?>589! ;27<27H2! ?7! 8!
journalist  for  a  ‘regular’  defamation  case.  The  ACtHPR  has  held  that:  !
!
“Apart   from   serious   and   very   exceptional   circumstances   for   example,  
57H5<2A27<! <?! 57<2478<5?789! H45A2;K! TBD95H! 57H5<2A27<! <?! 18<42>K!
>5;H45A578<5?7! ?4!J5?927H2! ?4! <1428<;! 86857;<! 8! T24;?7! ?4! 8! 64?BT! ?@! T2?T92K!




In  civil  defamation  cases,  the  principal  cause  of  the  “chilling  effect”  is  large  monetary  
8C84>;! 86857;<! <12! A2>58! 57! @8J?B4! ?@! >2@8A8<5?7! H985A87<;R! "7! 8! H5J59! ;B5<K! <12!
TB4T?;2!?@!<12!8C84>!5;!7?<!<?!TB75;1!<12!>2@27>87<!d<12!>2@8A24eK!DB<!<?!H?AT27;8<2!






012! T4?D92A! ?@<27! H?A2;! 57! <12! 8428! ?@! 7?7)T2HB7584E! >8A862;R! 015;! 42@24;! <?!
A?72<84E!8C84>;!A8>2!<?!H?AT27;8<2!9?;;2;!<18<!H877?<!D2!8HHB48<29E!H89HB98<2>!57!
A?72<84E!<24A;!–!;BH1!8;!9?;;!?@!42TB<8<5?7K!87L52<E!87>!2A?<5?789!>5;<42;;R!I?B4<;!
;1?B9>! <8M2! 57<?! 8HH?B7<! 7?<! ?79E! <12! >8A862! <?! 42TB<8<5?7K! DB<! 89;?! <12! T?<27<589!
5AT8H<! ?@! 98462! A?72<84E! 8C84>;! ?7! <12! >2@27>87<! –! 87>! 89;?! A?42! D4?8>9E! ?7!
@422>?A!?@!2LT42;;5?7!87>!<12!A2>58!57!;?H52<ER!
!
012! =I<ZG! 18;! D227! H45<5H89! ?@! 98462! 7?7)T2HB7584E! A?72<84E! 8C84>;K! 2J27! ?7!
?HH8;5?7;!@57>576!<12A!<?!D2!8!J5?98<5?7!?@!S4<5H92!.*R!012!987>A84M!H8;2!C8;!<18<!?@!
$*@3,*6! \'@*3@-Q3T6K! C1?! C8;! 8B<1?4! ?@! 8! >2@8A8<?4E! T8AT192<! H?7@4?7<2>! C5<1!
>8A862;!?@!r.R,!A5995?7!d57!.&(&e!8C84>2>!DE!8!$45<5;1!95D29!bB4ER!012!I?B4<!@?B7>!<12!










H?7H9B>2>! <18<! <12! ;5c2! ?@! <12! 8C84>! ?@! >8A862;! 18>! <?! <8M2! 57<?! 8HH?B7<! <12!
42;?B4H2;!8J8598D92!<?!<12!>2@27>87<;R!S9<1?B61!<12!;BA!8C84>2>!DE!<12!$45<5;1!H?B4<!
was   not   very   large   “by   contemporary   standards,”   it   was   “J24E! ;BD;<87<589! C127!
compared  to  the  modest  incomes  and  resources  of  the  [...]  applicants  ...”.&/!
!
"7! <12! H8;2! ?@! :'@')*Q'/! Q#! D&+?'-K! <12! I?B4<! 42H8992>! 5<;! H?7H9B;5?7;! 57! $*@3,*6!
\'@*3@-Q3T6! 87>! D,&&@! -.1! \*++'3! <18<! <12! 8C84>! ;1?B9>! D2! T4?T?4<5?78<2! <?! <12!
A?489! >8A862! ;B@@242>K! 87>! 89;?! <?! <12! A287;! 8J8598D92! <?! <12! >2@27>87<R! "7!
:'@')*Q'/K! 89<1?B61! <12! >2@27>87<! 18>! 57H?442H<9E! 8HHB;2>! <12! T9857<5@@! ?@!
“embezzlement,”  it  was  nevertheless  a  fact  that  the  plaintiff  was  under  investigation  
@?4!<8L!?@@27H2;R!Z27H2!<12!A?489!>8A862!C8;!7?<!6428<!87>!<12!8C84>!DE!<12!H?B4<!
was  equivalent  to  six  months’  salary.  The  ECtHR  foun>!<18<!<12!8C84>!DE!<12!H?B4<K!





“[T]he   issuance   of   this   Judgment,   the   extent   of   reJ?M576! <12! >?A2;<5H!
>2H5;5?7;!57!<1254!27<542<EK!87>!<12!TBD95H8<5?7!?@!<15;!GB9576!57!J845?B;!A2>58!
;<428A;K! T45J8<2! A287;! 8;! C299! 8;! <1?;2! C5<1! C5>2! H54HB98<5?7! ?@! ;?H589! 87>!
?@@5H589! A287;K! C15H1! 57H9B>2;! <12! bB>5H584EK! 842! ;B@@5H527<! 87>! 8TT4?T458<2!






























S! b?B47895;<! 62<;! 1?9>! ?@! 87! ?@@5H589! 42T?4<! @4?A! <12! P575;<4E! ?@! F2@27H2K! C15H1! 5;!
15619E!H45<5H89!?@!<12!C?4M!?@!<12!T4?HB42A27<!?@@5H2R!012!72C!57@87<4E!45@92!TB4H18;2>!
DE!<12!84AE!5;!;BD;<87>84>!–! 5<!?@<27!62<;! b8AA2>!87>!C599!7?<!@542!C127!5<! 5;!B;2>!
42T28<2>9ER!012!42T?4<!;<8<2;!<18<!<12!T4?HB42A27<!?@@5H2!57!<12!P575;<4E!H84452>!?B<!
578>2aB8<2!H12HM;!D2@?42!86422576!<12!H?7<4act.  The  journalist’s  newspaper  publishes  
8!;<?4E!D8;2>!?7!<12!42T?4<R!
!
012! 128>! ?@! <12! T4?HB42A27<! ?@@5H2! @592;! 8! ;B5<! @?4! >2@8A8<5?7R! Z2! H985A;! <18<! <12!




";! <12! ;<?4E! >2@8A8<?4E! ?@! <12! 128>! ?@! <12! T4?HB42A27<! ?@@5H2`! ";! <12! 72C;T8T24!









"7! .&&+K! <12! @422>?A! ?@! 2LT42;;5?7! ?46875c8<5?7! SG0"IQ=! .&! TBD95;12>! 5<;!








 02H17?9?65H89! 8>J87H2;! 57! <12! T8;<! aB84<24! ?@! 8! H27<B4E! 18J2! 278D92>! A8;;!
;<8<2!;B4J259987H2!<?!8!T42J5?B;9E!B75A86572>!>26422R!_1242!?7H2!57<24H2T<5?7!
?@!H?442;T?7>27H2!C?B9>!18J2!27<8592>!8!;<28A!M2<<92!57!<12!D8HM!4??A!?@!<12!
T?;<! ?@@5H2K! 5<! 5;! 7?C! <12! C?4M! ?@! 8! @2C! M2E;<4?M2;! ?7! 5AA27;29E! T?C24@B9!
H?ATB<24;R!
 012! 8>J87H2! ?@! <2H17?9?6E! 89;?! A287;! <18<! D?<1! 6?J247A27<;! 87>! T45J8<2!
H?AT8752;!1?9>!ABH1!A?42!>8<8!?7!T45J8<2!57>5J5>B89;!<187!2J24!D2@?42R!!
 012!A2>58!d87>!<12!TBD95Hi;e!8TT2<5<2!@?4!>5;H9?;B42;!8D?B<!<12!T45J8<2!95J2;!?@!
H292D45<52;! 87>! ?<124!TBD95H! @56B42;! 18;! 428H12>!B7T42H2>27<2>! T4?T?4<5?7;R!
012!5;;B2!18;!64?C7!@4?A!H?7H247!8D?B<!<12!8H<5J5<52;!?@!T8T848cc5!<?!8!ABH1!
A?42! ;E;<2A8<5H! ;H4B<57E! ?@! <12! 95J2;! ?@! H292D45<52;K! 57H9B>576! 8! <?92487H2! 57!
;?A2!72C;!?46875c8<5?7;!?@!D98<87<9E!5992689!A2<1?>;!?@!57<4B;5?7R!
!
_2! A561<! 8>>! 8! @?B4<1! 57642>527<! <?! <12! A5LU! A87E! T2?T92! <?>8E! 42J289! T45J8<2!
8;T2H<;!?@!<1254!95@2!?7!;?H589!A2>58!<?!87!2L<27<!<18<!T42J5?B;!627248<5?7;!C?B9>!18J2!
@?B7>! D2C59>24576R! "7! ?<124! C?4>;K! <12! H?7H2T<B89! D?B7>8452;! D2<C227! TBD95H! 87>!
T45J8<2!18J2!H18762>!57!<12!A57>;!?@!A87E!T2?T92R!
!
X2<K! bB;<!8<! <12!A?A27<!C127! 57<24@2427H2!C5<1!T45J8HE!D2H?A2;!ABH1!28;524! d87>K!








.R! %?! ?72! ;1899! D2! ;BDb2H<2>! <?! 84D5<484E! ?4! B798C@B9! 57<24@2427H2! C5<1! 15;!
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C5<1! <12! @422>?A! ?@! 2LT42;;5?7! T4?J5;5?7;! ?@! <12! I878>587! I184<24! ?@! G561<;! 87>!
:422>?A;R!S9<1?B61!<12!I?B4<!BT129>!<12!;2H<5?7!?@!<12!I45A5789!I?>2K!5<!>5>!;?!DE!









p_59@B99Ep! A287<K! 8HH?4>576! <?! <12! I?B4<K! <18<! <12! p8HHB;2>! ;BDb2H<5J29E! >2;542;! <12!
T4?A?<5?7! ?@! 18<42>! ?4! @?42;22;! ;BH1! 8! H?7;2aB27H2! 8;! H24<857! ?4! ;BD;<87<5899E!
Hertain  to  result  …".  The  Court  went  on  to  note  that  "this  stringent  standard  of  (&.3!







“In  accordance  with  international  and  regional  98CK!18<2!;T22H1!98C;!;1?B9>K!8<!8!
A575ABAK!H?7@?4A!<?!<12!@?99?C576U!
j%k?!?72!;1?B9>!D2!T27895;2>!@?4!<12!>5;;2A578<5?7!?@!18<2!;T22H1!B792;;!
5<! 18;! D227! ;1?C7! <18<! <12E! >5>! ;?! C5<1! <12! 57<27<5?7! ?@! 57H5<576!




"7H5<2A27<! 5;! C18<! 5;! M7?C7! 8;! 87! './%*-,&! ?@@27H2R! 018<! A287;! <18<! <1242! 5;! 7?!
42aB542A27<! <18<! 18<42>! d?4! J5?927H2! ?4! >5;H45A578<5?7e! 8H<B899E! 42;B9<;! @4?A! 5<R!
Z?C2J24K! <1242!AB;<!D2! <12!T?;;5D595<E!?@!>2A?7;<48<576!8!T98B;5D92!72LB;!D2<C227!
<12! ?@@27>576! C?4>;! 87>! ;?A2! B7>2;548D92! H?7;2aB27H2R! I?B4<;! 57! >5@@2427<!
bB45;>5H<5?7;!18J2!>5@@242>!?7!C18<!2L8H<9E!<15;!72LB;!;1?B9>!D2R!
!
012! N75<2>! #<8<2;! dT2418T;! 7?<! ;B4T45;5769Ee! 18;! <12! ;<45H<2;<! <2;<R! "<;! ;<87>84>! –!
B;B899E! M7?C7! 8;! pH9284! 87>! T42;27<! >87624p! –! >245J2;! @4?A! <12! #BT42A2! I?B4<!
>2H5;5?7! 57! 4+-.1&.?E+A! Q#! g%'*R! $487>27DB46! C8;! 8! 928>24! ?@! <12! 48H5;<! gB! g9BL!
g987R!Z2!87>!15;!H?7@2>248<2;!129>!8!4899E!<?!C15H1!<12E!57J5<2>!42T42;27<8<5J2;!?@!<12!
T42;;R! 012E! >5;T98E2>! C28T?7;K! DB472>! H4?;;2;! 87>! A8>2! 48H5;<! H?AA27<;R! 012E!
were  convicted  under  a  law  banning  "advocat[ing]  …  the  duty,  necessity,  or  propriety  




?@! @?4H2! 7?<!?79E! 42aB542>! <12! 57<27<! <?! 57H5<2! DB<! 89;?! 8! @57>576! <18<! 5<! p5;! 95M29E! <?!
57H5<2!?4!T4?>BH2!;BH1!8H<5?7Rp+](!
!
:2C! ?<124! bB45;>5H<5?7;! dC5<1! <12! T84<589! 2LH2T<5?7! ?@! ";4829e! 18J2! ;BH1! 8! ;<457627<!
;<87>84>R!%2J24<1292;;K!A87E!>?!42aB542!<18<!<1242!5;!;?A2!>2A?7;<48D92!H?772H<5?7!
D2<C227!<12!18<2@B9!2LT42;;5?7!87>!<12!B7>2;548D92!?B<H?A2R!015;!C8;!<12!J52C!?@!<12!
N%ZGI! 57! <12! M*33! H8;2! 89428>E! >5;HB;;2>R! 012! 428;?7! C1E! <12! ;B;T27;5?7! ?@! <12!
87<5);2A5<5H! <28H124! C8;! 7?<! 8! J5?98<5?7! ?@! @422>?A! ?@! 2LT42;;5?7! C8;! <18<! 15;!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
+],!#BT42A2!I?B4<!?@!I878>8K!M!Q#!_&&A3,+-K!+!#RIRGR!]&'!d.&&*eR!












S;! C2! 18J2! ;227K! <12! ?D9568<5?7! <?! T4?15D5<! 48H5;<! >5;H45A578<5?7! 87>! J5?927H2! 5;!
;<4?769E!4??<2>!57!57<2478<5?789!1BA87!4561<;!98CR!"<!H87!D2!>2@572>!8HH?4>576!<?!<12!
57<27<! D2157>! 5<! 87>! <12! 4289! T?;;5D595<E! <18<! 5<! C599! H8B;2! J5?927<! ?4! >5;H45A578<?4E!




012! I?7;<5<B<5?789! I?B4<! ?@! #?B<1! S@45H8! 42@92H<2>! 8<! 9276<1! 87>! H?7;<4BH<5J29E! ?7!
T42H5;29E! <15;! 5;;B2R! "7! $%&! J3@-('/! ^.',6! 9*.Q&.,'*.! Q#! $%&! J.1&)&.1&.,!
4+*-1/-3,'.A! "E,%*+',6! &,! -@K! 5<! C8;! 42aB542>! <?! 4B92! BT?7! <12! H?7;<5<B<5?7895<E! ?@!
H98B;2! -d8e! ?@! <12! I?>2!?@! I?7>BH<! @?4! $4?8>H8;<576!#24J5H2;K!C15H1!T4?15D5<2>! <12!
broadcast  of  "any  material  which  is  …  likely  to  prejudice  …  relations  between  sections  
?@! <12! T?TB98<5?7pR! 01242! 5;! 7?! H?7;<5<B<5?789! T4?<2H<5?7! @?4! T4?T8687>8! @?4! C84K!





5;! 2J5>27<! 57p! <12! 9876B862! ?@! H98B;2! -d8eR! 012! 98<<24K! DE! H?7<48;<K! C8;! p;?! C5>29E)







87>! Z?9?H8B;<! >27589! ?HHBT52;! 8! T84<5HB984! T98H2! –! 89<1?B61! <12! T127?A278! 842!
H24<8579E!7?<!5>27<5H89R!
!
012! .&/(! Y27?H5>2! I?7J27<5?7! 95;<;! 8A?76! 5<;! TB75;18D92! 8H<;! p>542H<! 87>! TBD95H!
57H5<2A27<!<?!H?AA5<!627?H5>2Rp+'.!015;!@?99?C2>!<12!<4589!8<!<12!%B42ADB46!045DB789!
?@! ^B95B;! #<425H124K! 2>5<?4! ?@! <12! T4?)%8c5! 72C;T8T24! <&+! D,q+(&+K! C1?! C8;!
H?7J5H<2>! ?@! H45A2;! 86857;<! 1BA875<E! 87>! 18762>! @?4! 15;! 57H5<2A27<! ?@! 627?H5>2K!







+'*! I?7;<5<B<5?789! I?B4<! ?@! #?B<1! S@45H8K! J3@-('/! ^.',6! 9*.Q&.,'*.! Q#! J.1&)&.1&.,! 4+*-1/-3,'.A!
"E,%*+',6K!d/e!#S!-&/!dIIef!d,e!$IQG!/++!dIIe!d-**-eR!!




"7! <12! .&&/! GC87>8! 627?H5>2K! <12! A2>58! 86857! T98E2>! 8! 4?92! 57! 627248<576!
T4?T8687>8! 86857;<! <12! J5H<5A;R! 015;! 4?92! 92>! <?! <12! @54;<! T4?;2HB<5?7;! 8<! <12!
"7<2478<5?789!I45A5789!045DB789!@?4!GC87>8!d"I0Ge!@?4!p>542H<!87>!TBD95H!57H5<2A27<!
<?!H?AA5<!627?H5>2Rp!015;!C8;!>2@572>!8;!87! 57H1?8<2!?@@27H2K!A287576! <18<! 5<!C8;!
7?<!72H2;;84E!<18<!<12!627?H5>2!8H<B899E!?HHB442>K!DB<!42aB542>!<12!57<27<!?7!<12!T84<!
?@! <12! 8HHB;2>! <18<! 5<! ;1?B9>! >?! ;?R! pF542H<p! C8;! >2@572>! 57! 8! D4?8>! ;27;2K! 7?<!
72H2;;8459E!A287576!2LT95H5<K!DB<!C5<1!<12!5AT95H8<5?7!<18<!95;<2724;!C242!D2576!H8992>!










an  indicator  of  intent."  However,  it  is  not  necessary  to  show  "any  specific  causation  …  
957M576!<12!2LT42;;5?7!8<!5;;B2!C5<1!<12!>2A?7;<48<5?7!?@!8!>542H<!2@@2H<Rp+'+!
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<12! ;T2H5@5H! 57;<87H2! ?@! Z?9?H8B;<! >27589! 87>! 7?<! ?<124! 15;<?45H89! 42J5;5?75;AK! 2J27!
C127!H9?;29E!4298<2>R!Z27H2!57!<12!H8;2!?@!Uc%'1&E2!-.1!J3*+.'!Q#!:+-./&! 5<!@?B7>!8!
J5?98<5?7! ?@! S4<5H92! .*R! 012! <C?! 8B<1?4;! 18>! C45<<27! 57! >2@27H2! ?@! <12! T4?)Y24A87!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!






:427H1! C84<5A2! 928>24! P84;189! Oh<857! 87>! 18>! D227! H?7J5H<2>! ?@! >2@27>576! C84!
H45A2;!87>!H?998D?48<5?7R!012!I?B4<!?D;24J2>U!
!









$2H8B;2! ?@! <12! >?H<4572! ?@! <12! pA84657! ?@! 8TT42H58<5?7Kp! <12! =I<ZG! 18;! D227! J24E!
429BH<87<!<?!@57>!86857;<!;<8<2;!57!A8<<24;!?@!D98;T12AE!87>!>2@8A8<5?7!?@!429565?7;R!
$2H8B;2! <15;! @899;! C5<157! <12! 8428! ?@! pTBD95H! A?489;Kp! <12! I?B4<! ?@<27! >2H9572;! <?!
57<24@242!57!>2H5;5?7;!A8>2!8<!<12!78<5?789!92J29U!!
!
p012! 8D;27H2! ?@! 8! B75@?4A! =B4?T287! H?7H2T<5?7! ?@! <12! 42aB542A27<;! ?@! <12!
T4?<2H<5?7! ?@! <12! 4561<;! ?@! ?<124;! 57! 4298<5?7! <?! 8<<8HM;! ?7! <1254! 429565?B;!
H?7J5H<5?7;! D4?8>27;! <12! I?7<48H<576! #<8<2;i! A84657! ?@! 8TT42H58<5?7! C127!
426B98<576! @422>?A! ?@! 2LT42;;5?7! 57! 4298<5?7! <?! A8<<24;! 958D92! <?! ?@@27>!
intimate  personal  convictions  within  the  sphere  of  morals  or  religion…"+']!
!
!
S;! A27<5?72>! 8D?J2! <12! =I<ZG! 8TT952;! 8! >?H<4572! ?@! <12! pA84657! ?@!
8TT42H58<5?7Rp!015;!42@24;! <?!<12! @92L5D595<E!8J8598D92! <?!;<8<2;! 57!8TT9E576!<12!
=B4?T287! I?7J27<5?7! ?7! ZBA87! G561<;R! 012! A84657! 57! H8;2;! 57J?9J576!
T?95<5H89! ;T22H1K! @?4! 2L8AT92K! C599! D2! J24E! ;A899! D2H8B;2! <15;! 5;! 42684>2>! 8;!
D2576!8!H?AA?7!J89B2!?@!6428<! 5AT?4<87H2R!012!A84657!C599!D2!H?7;5>248D9E!





"7! A?42! 42H27<! H8;2;K! 1?C2J24K! <12! I?B4<! 18;! D227! 429BH<87<! <?! @57>! <18<! 429565?7;!
18J2! D227! >2@8A2>R! "7!L'.'&>3T'!Q#! :+-./&K! 57!C15H1! 8! C45<24!TBD95;12>! 87! 84<5H92!
H45<5H899E!2L8A57576!G?A87!I8<1?95H!>?H<4572!87>!957M576!5<!<?!87<5);2A5<5;A!87>!<12!
Z?9?H8B;<K! <12! I?B4<! @?B7>! <18<! 8! J24>5H<! ?@! >2@8A576! 429565?7! C8;! 8! J5?98<5?7! ?@!





aB2;<5?7! H?7<45DB<2>! <?! 8! >5;HB;;5?7! ?@! <12! J845?B;! T?;;5D92! 428;?7;! D2157>!
<12! 2L<24A578<5?7! ?@! <12! ^2C;! 57! =B4?T2K! 8! aB2;<5?7! ?@! 57>5;TB<8D92! TBD95H!






2LT42;;5?7! 842! <?! D2! ;<45H<9E! H?7;<4B2>R! S9<1?B61! <12! 5;;B2! 485;2>! 57! <12!
T42;27<!H8;2!H?7H247;!8!>?H<4572!BT129>!DE!<12!I8<1?95H!I1B4H1K!87>!127H2!8!
429565?B;!A8<<24K!87!8789E;5;!?@!<12!84<5H92! 57!aB2;<5?7!;1?C;!<18<! 5<!>?2;!7?<!
H?7<857! 8<<8HM;! ?7! 429565?B;! D2952@;! 8;! ;BH1K! DB<! 8! J52C! C15H1! <12! 8TT95H87<!
C5;12;!<?!2LT42;;!8;!8!b?B47895;<!87>!15;<?4587R!"7!<18<!H?772H<5?7K!<12!I?B4<!
H?7;5>24;! 5<! 2;;27<589! 57! 8! >2A?H48<5H! ;?H52<E! <18<! 8! >2D8<2! ?7! <12! H8B;2;! ?@!
8H<;! ?@! T84<5HB984! 648J5<E! 8A?B7<576! <?! H45A2;! 86857;<! 1BA875<E! ;1?B9>! D2!
able  to  take  place  freely…"+''!
!









<12! >?A2;<5H! H?B4<;i! @57>576;K! <12! I?B4<! 5;! 7?<! T24;B8>2>! <18<! DE! 15;!
;<8<2A27<;! <12! 8TT95H87<! >5;H42>5<2>! 87>! >5;T84862>! 8! ;2H<?4! ?@! <12!
T?TB98<5?7!?7!8HH?B7<!?@!<1254!I8<1?95H!@85<1R!
!
[…]   The   fact   that   some   members   of   the   Catholic   Church   could   have   been  
?@@27>2>!DE!<12!8TT95H87<i;!H45<5H5;A!?@!<12!S4H1D5;1?T!87>!DE!15;!;<8<2A27<!
<18<! 12! >5>! 7?<! B7>24;<87>! C1E! >2H27<! I8<1?95H;! >5>! 7?<! 928J2! <18<! I1B4H1!
;57H2! 5<! C8;! 128>2>! DE! S4H1D5;1?T! ^R! #?M?9! H877?<! 8@@2H<! <12! T?;5<5?7R! 012!
I?B4<! 8HH2T<;! <12! 8TT95H87<i;! 846BA27<! <18<! <12! 84<5H92! 725<124! B7>B9E!
57<24@242>!C5<1!<12!4561<!?@!D2952J24;!<?!2LT42;;!87>!2L24H5;2!<1254!429565?7K!7?4!
did  it  denigrate  the  content  of  their  religious  faith…."+'(!
!
012;2!42H27<!H8;2;!H?7<48;<!C5<1!<12!2849524!>2H5;5?7;!?@!<12!=I<ZGR!"7!?72!SB;<4587!
H8;2K! <12!I?B4<!>2H9572>! <?! @57>! <18<! <12!;25cB42!?@!8! @59A!>22A2>! <?!?@@27>!G?A87!
I8<1?95H;! C8;! 8! J5?98<5?7! ?@! S4<5H92! .*R! "7! 2L24H5;576! <12! 4561<! <?! @422>?A! ?@!
2LT42;;5?7K!T2?T92!18>!87!
!
p?D9568<5?7! <?! 8J?5>! 8;! @84! 8;! T?;;5D92! 2LT42;;5?7;! <18<! 842! 648<B5<?B;9E!
?@@27;5J2!<?!?<124;!87>!<1B;!87!57@45762A27<!?@!<1254!4561<;!87>!C15H1!>?!7?<!
H?7<45DB<2! <?! 87E! @?4A! ?@! TBD95H! >2D8<2! H8T8D92! ?@! @B4<124576! T4?642;;! 57!
1BA87! 8@@854;R! 015;! D2576! ;?K! 8;! 8! A8<<24! ?@! T457H5T92! 5<! A8E! D2! H?7;5>242>!















012! 648>B89! A?J2! 8C8E! @4?A! D98;T12AE! 98C;! 87>! <12! T4?<2H<5?7! ?@! 429565?7! A8E!
>245J2!57!T84<!@4?A!<12!;27;2!<18<!<12!T4?<2H<5?7!?@@242>!C8;!B72J27!87>!B7@854R!"7!M!
Q#!9%'&0!\&,+*)*@',-.!D,')&.1'-+6!\-A'3,+-,&K!&2!)-+,&!9%*E1%E+6K!8!F5;<45H<!I?B4<!
57! Q?7>?7! 4B92>! ?7! <12! 42@B;89! ?@! 8! A865;<48<2! <?! 5;;B2! 8! ;BAA?7;! @?4! D98;T12AE!
86857;<! <12! 8B<1?4! #89A87! GB;1>52K! 8<! <12! 42aB2;<! ?@! 8! PB;95A! ?46875c8<5?7R! 012!
H?B4<! A8>2! 8! H9284! @57>576! <18<! <12! H?AA?7! 98C! ?@! D98;T12AE! ?79E! T4?<2H<2>! <12!
I145;<587! H1B4H1! –! 8H<B899EK! 7?<! 899! I145;<587;K! DB<! <1?;2! C1?! H?7;<5<B<2! <12! ;<8<2!
429565?7!57!=76987>!87>!_892;R!!
!

















5<! C?B9>! D2! 5AT24A5;;5D92! @?4! 87E! ;BH1! 98C;! <?! >5;H45A578<2! 57! @8J?B4! ?@! ?4!
86857;<! ?72! ?4! H24<857! 429565?7;! ?4! D2952@! ;E;<2A;K! ?4! <1254! 8>12427<;! ?J24!
87?<124K!?4!429565?B;!D2952J24;!?J24!7?7)D2952J24;R!%?4!C?B9>!5<!D2!T24A5;;5D92!













+(.! F5J5;5?789! I?B4<! ?@! nB227i;! $27H1K! M#! Q#! 9%'&0! \&,+*)*@',-.! D,')&.1'-+6! \-A'3,+-,&K! &2! )-+,&!
9%*E1%E+6K!.!S99!=G!+.+!d.&&.eR!


























8<<8HM! ?7! A2>58! T4?@2;;5?789;! 87>! <?! T4?;2HB<2! <1?;2! 42;T?7;5D92K! 8;!
8TT4?T458<2R!
!
012;2! ?D9568<5?7;! 842! 7?<! ;T2H5@5H! <?! 8<<8HM;! ?7! ?4! <1428<;! 86857;<! b?B47895;<;K! DB<!
<1242! 5;! 87! 8>>2>! >B<E! ?7! ;<8<2;! C5<1! 42684>;! <?! J5?927H2! 87>! <1428<;! 86857;<! <12!
A2>58!57!<18<!<12!4561<!<?!@422>?A!?@!2LT42;;5?7!42aB542;!;<8<2;!<?!27;B42!87!i278D9576!
27J54?7A27<i!@?4!5<;!27b?EA27<R!012!?D9568<5?7!5;!7?<!A2429E!<?!+&3)&/,!4561<;!–!<18<!

































372! 5AT?4<87<! 292A27<! ?@! 87! 2@@2H<5J2! 42A2>E! 5;! B7>24;<??>! <?! D2! T4?AT<! 87>!
57>2T27>27<!57J2;<568<5?7!?@!87!899262>!J5?98<5?7U!
!
“Administrative   mechanisms   are   particularly   required   to   give   effect   to   the  
6272489! ?D9568<5?7! <?! 57J2;<568<2! 899268<5?7;! ?@! J5?98<5?7;! T4?AT<9EK!









p012;2! ?D9568<5?7;! 845;2! 7?<8D9E! 57! 42;T2H<! ?@! <1?;2! J5?98<5?7;! 42H?675c2>! 8;!
H45A5789! B7>24! 25<124! >?A2;<5H! ?4! 57<2478<5?789! 98CK! ;BH1! 8;! <?4<B42! 87>!
;5A5984! H4B29K! 571BA87! 87>! >2648>576! <428<A27<! d84<5H92! 'eK! ;BAA84E! 87>!
84D5<484E!M599576!d84<5H92!]e!87>!27@?4H2>!>5;8TT28487H2!d84<5H92;!'!87>!&!87>K!
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The  ECtHR’s   jurisprudence  on  Article  2  is  the  most  developed  case  law  of  a  human  
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the  newspaper  was  still  in  existence….!
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investigation   "must  …  be  assumed  by   the  State   as   its   own   legal  duty,  not   as! 8! ;<2T!
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